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AllCouTses Open to Men and Women
DOW N TO W NC 0 L L EG E
520 SYCAMORE STREET
XAVIER UNIVERSITY AND NATIONAL DEFENSE
University. students and prospective students are asking them-
!elves these questions: Should I remain in college or volunteer for
military service? Should I begin my college education this year or
wait until the present emergency has passed? If I am called for
military duty, what adjustment could I expect concerning tuition
and academic credit?
Answers to the first two questions were set forth clearly by a
defense conference held in Washington on July 30-31. This con-
ference was sponsored by the Sub-committee on Military Affairs of
the National Committee on Education and Defense, and attended
by representatives from many educational groups of national im-
portance.
The outstanding note of counsel, emphasized particularly by
representatives of the Army, Navy, and .various civilian branches of
the government,. was that colleges can best serve .their country by
continuing to function in their normal capacity as institutions of
advanced learning. In other words, colleges can best serve the defense
program by preparing men and women not only for any special
training the government may wish to give them, but also for the
exercise of an intelligent and energizing leadership in the civic com-
munity, and as a stabilizing influence in the important field of civic
morale.
The opinions expressed by these leaders are entirely in· accord
with the long-time educational activities and ideals of Xavier. Uni-
versity. Like all Jesuit· institutions of learning, Xavier University
has always maintained that in a period of national emergency, as
well as in normal times, its chief contribution to the welfare· of the
nation is made by training young men and women to fulfill the
duties of an eDlightened citizenship, and to enjoy and· cherish their
traditional A.merican liberties of religion, speech, assembly, and press.
The studied conviction of these informed .leaders at Washington,
as well as sound Jesuit counsel, strongly and. clearly recommends
To the college student-Continue your studies without inter-
ruption until the time when you may be needed for other patriotic
service.
To the highschool graduate-Begin your college work promptly
-don't Hmark time."
Moreover, since military and civil authorities recognize the need
of intelligent and well-trained leaders for national defense, they can
rightly be expected to exert their influence in urging the enactment
of legislation (now pending) which will permit college students to
complete their academic training without interruption.
Concernmgtuition and academic credit, Xavier University
assures its students and prospective students ,that complete refunds
will be made for the semester in which they may be called for military
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Evening Division Calendar Faculty
1941
CELESTIN J. STEINER, S.J., A.M President of the University
JOHN C. JYIALLOY, S.J., A.M Dean of Downtown College
ESTHER T. SPAETH Secretary
FLORENCE C. ALBERS, A.M., M.S.C Dean of Women,
Secretarial Practice
THOMAS C. BrEcKER, S.J., A.M Mathematics
MURTHA J. BOYLAN, S.J., PH.D Psycbology
CARL L. BUMILLER, COM.E., LL.B Accounting and Taxation
JOSEiPH T. CARNEiY, LL.B Business Law
JOHN F. DEiUPREE, PH.D Chemistry
LOUIS A. FELDHAUS, A.M , , English
JOHN L. FRICKER, B.S.C., LL.B , Accounting
JAMES P. GLENN, A.B English and Speech
HOWARD S. GORDMAN, A.M Economics
RAYMOND J. GRAY, S.J., PH.D History
JOHN H. GROLLIG, S.J., A.M Philosophy
ARNOLD P. HALLBACH, B.S.C , Accounting
JOHN B. HAMBRICK, M.B.A Accounting
FRANK K. HARDER, A.B., M.D Sociology
LAURENCE E. HENDERSON, S.J., A.M , .. " Latin
STANLEY A. HITTNER, B.S.C., C.P.A , Accounting
PHILIP J. KENNEDY, A.B., LL.B Business Law
OSCAR J. LAPLANTE, S.J., A.M Religion
THEODORE P. LEARN, A.B., LL.B Taxation
JOSEPH F. LINK, PH.D., M.ED Mathematics of Finance and
Salesmanship
JOSEPH A. McDONOUGH, A.B Salesmanship
DANIEL D. MCGARRY, A.M., PH.D Spanish
JOHN 1. MALONE, S.J., A.M., M.S Religion
ROBERT E. MANNING, S.J., A.M Latin
FRED N. MILLER, S.J., A.M Chemistry
JOHN P. NOONAN, S.J., A.M Sociology and Philosophy








First Semester begins. Semester payments due.
Subjects for Senior Theses approved.
Mid-semester examinations begin.
Thanksgiving Day. No classes.
President's Day. No classes.
Feast of the Immaculate Conception. No
classes.
Christmas recess begins.
2, MONDAY Second Semester begins. Semester payments
due.
Celebration of Washington's birthday. No
classes.
9, MONDAY Senior Theses due.
23, MONDAY Mid-semester examinations begin.
2, THURSDAY Holy Thursday. No classes.
3, FRIDAY Good Friday. No classes.
6, MONDAY Easter Monday. No classes.
14, THURSDAY Ascension 1"'hursday. No classes.
20, rfuESDAY Semester examinations begin.
31, SUNDAY Baccalaureate Exercises.
































ROBERT L. O'rTO, A.B................•••............. Journalism
JAMES C. PERRY, A.M., PH.D..........••.•...............Biology
JOHN J. RATH, M.B.A.................••••............Economics
OSCAR ROMAGUERO, A.B..............••••............... Spanish
WILLIAM W. SAVAGE, A.B............•.••............ Advertising
EDWIN F. THORBURN, C.P.A...........•..•...........Accounting
EDWARD VoELKER , ...........•••... , Accounting
FRANZ TREFZGER, A.M•...............•••••..............French
CHARLES F. WHEELER, PH.D English
FRANK M. Wn..SON, S.l., A.M..........••••. , , Religion
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General Inforlllation
History. Xavier University Evening Division, fornlerly known
as the School of Commerce of St. Xavier College, was opened in
October, 1911, for the benefit of alert and industrious young men
who realize that scientific business training is essential to success in
the modern business world. Catholics and non-Catholics alike were
admitted to the classes from the very beginning of the school.
A department of Journalism was organized in 1913, of Advertising
in 1914, of Sociology in 1918. Shortly after, these departnlents were
incorporated into the DepartInent of Commerce and F'inance, and
the Department of Liberal Arts. The Departn1.ent of Liberal Arts
after a late start, has grown steadily, approximating in courses and
student enrollment the Department of Commerce and Finance.
The absence of an evening college where women, occupied during
the day, might receive a cultural education and training for business
induced the authorities to admit women as well as men to all courses
in the Evening Division. Women students have for the past decade
maintained an average of 45 per cent of the entire enrollment.
The Evening Division is an integral part of the University's pro-
gram. The standards of academic achievement are equivalent in
method, character and credit value to those of the day session. The
business courses are taught by men of broad university training who
also have had actual business experience. This method assures a
practical as well as a sound theoretical training. The Liberal Arts
courses and the instructors are, with few exceptions, the same as
for the day session. Business, professional, technical, literary, and
cultural training are integrated in a well-balanced program of general
education in harmony with the Catholic philosophy of life.
Location. From 1911-1929, Xavier Evening Division shared
the college quarters at Seventh and Sycamore Streets, and after the
removal of the Day College to Avondale the evening classes con-
tinued in session at Seventh and Sycamore. In August of 1935, the
Evening Division moved to 520 Sycamore Street where more ample
quarters are had.
General ObJectives. As a Catholic and Jesuit institution Xavier
University, both day and evening divisions, has distinctive objectives.
As such, the University adheres to the definite philosophy embodied in
the Encyclical of Pius XI liOn Christian Education of Youth" (1929):
HThe proper and immediate end of Christian Education is to
cooperate with Divine Grace in forming the true and perfect
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Christian.... For precisely this reason, Christian education takes
in the whole aggregate of human life, physical and spiritual, In-
tellectual and moral, individual, domestic, and social, not with a
view of reducing it in any way, but in order to elevate, regulate
and perfect it, in accordance with the example and teaching of
Christ."
System of Education. Xavier University is one of a group of
twenty-four Jesuit colleges and universities in this country. From
the Jesuit Order the University receives a permanent contribution
of educational and religious service, the appointment of its chief
administrative officials, the advice and supervision of the leading
Jesuit educators-regional and national-and a rich heritage of four
centuries of educational experience. The Jesuit system of education
is truly psychological; it is philosophically sound; it is elastic, making
allowances for the widely varying circumstances of time and place.
While retaining that which is more valuable in older learning, it
adopts the really worthwhile of modern progress.
Accreditation. The University is accredited by the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools as a degree..
granting institution, and is approved by the Department of Educa..
tion of the State of Ohio, by the Board of Regents of the University
of the State of New York, and by the University of Illinois.
Memberships. To stimulate active interest in matters educa-
tional and to afford both faculty and students the value of recent
research, the University maintains membership in the following edu-
cational and learned organizations:
The Jesuit Educational Association
The National Catholic Educational Association
The American Association of Collegiate Registrars
The American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia
The American Catholic Philosophical Association
The American Council on Education
The American Historical Association
The American Library AssociatiOD
The Association of American Colleges
The Association of Ohio College Registrars
The Catholic Library Association
The Mississippi Valley Historical Association
The National Conference of Church-Related Colleges
The National Education Association
The Ohio College Association
The United States Catholic Historical Society
The United States Field Artillery Association
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The University is represented in many other associations aad
societies through the individual memberships of its faculty.
Purpose of the Evening Division. The Evening Division of
Xavier University conducts a large number of university courses in
the Department of Liberal Arts and in the Department of Commerce
and Finance. These courses have been arranged especially for men
and women who are engaged in business or other occupations during
the day, and who feel the need of additional cultural education and
training for business. The many earnest and ambitious persons, who
for financial or other reasons could not avail themselves of a univer-
sity education in regular day classes, can now obtain a complete
cultural education and a thorough business training in the evening
sessions. Persons who already have finished all or a portion of some
university course. have the opportunity to supplement or complete
their studies by taking additional courses. Mature and experienced
men and women who wish to occupy one or more evenings in the
study of certain subjects of particular interest or benefit, have access
to a wide selection of Liberal Arts and Commerce and Finance courses.
Objectives of the Department of Liberal Arts. The Depart-
ment of Liberal Arts aims to produce educated Christian men and
women of character, who think straight, vigorously and independently
in the light of a consistent philosophy of life that sees life whole; who
express themselves in oral and written speech clearly, effectively and
securely; who adopt a scientific attitude of mind toward the problems
of their environment with a view to controlling them for their own
well-being and that of their fellow nlen; who understand why they
must be moral, understand the religion they profess, and in accordance
with that profession act uprightly and finely in their relations to God,
their fellow men, and themselves. The Department of Liberal Arts
has a threefold purpose:
1. To offer opportunities to high school graduates to begin or
complete required and elective subjects toward degree require-
ments.
2. To offer opportunities to high school graduates to fulfill pre-
legal requirements.
3. To offer opportunities to students interested in cultural sub-
jects.
Objectives of the Department of Commerce and Finance.
The Department of Commerce and Finance, in addition to producing
educated Christian men and women of character, aims at imparting
that scientific training which is required for success in modern busi-
ness. Actual experience alone is too slow and costly a process whereby
to obtain the necessary training. Schools, it is true, cannot take the
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place of experience, but they can give to their students adv~nta~~s
which make experience more valuable. They can supply that sClen~ftc
groundwork which makes for larger success, and they can enrIch
the mind with a wealth of practical suggestions drawn from the
accumulated experience of others. The Department of Commerce
and Finance has a fivefold purpose:
1. To provide high school graduates and those who are not
graduates with two-year and three-year programs of study
leading to certificates and diplomas in Accounting and General
Business.
2. To provide high school graduates with a six-year program of
study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Business Administra-
tion.
3. To offer to special students particular courses which they may
desire either for general knowledge of the workings of business
or for aid in the work in which they are employed.
4. To offer specialized training in the field of accounting for those
who desire to enter the accounting profession and who wish to
take the C.P.A. examination.
S. To offer other courses and programs which commercial, in..
dustrial, social, civic, and educational needs may dictate.
Types of Courses. Three types of courses are available to stu..
dents in Xavier University Evening Division.
1. For the majority of its students of business, the Evening
Division strongly recommends the progressive programs, cer..
tificate (2 yrs.), diploma (3 yrs.), and degree (6 yrs.). These
programs require attendance three nights a week. The cer-
tificate and diploma programs, while complete, are funda-
mental and prerequisite in the Bachelor of Business Adminis-
tration degree program. They assure a broad and thorough
training for business.
2. For the majority of students electing cultural courses t the
progressive program leading to the Bachelor of~~ ~r Bac~elor
of Philosophy degree is recommende~. . T~e fF;mlnl~u~., pre-
legal requirements are adequately sattsfled 1n....the flrsty.three
years of the A.B. or Ph.B. program.
3. Students of sufficient maturity, experience, and previous edu-
cation may take any individual subject. These subjects ate
given in classes which meet one or two evenings a week for a
half year or a full year.
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Prizes and Scholarships.
The J. D. Cloud Accounting Prize is awarded to the student in
the Accounting class attaining the highest average for his third and
fourth years.
The Philosophy Prize, in honor of William T. Burns, LL.D., is
presented to the student meriting the highest distinction in research
work in the department of Philosophy.
The English Prize, in memory of Peter J. O'Donnell, Ph.D., is
offered for superior work in the advanced English class.
The Advertising Prize is awarded to the student conceiving and
designing the finest advertising campaign.
TheKappa Sigma Mu Accounting Scholarship is awarded to the
student in the Sophomore class of Accountancy who for his two
years in the study of Accounting has attained the highest average.
TheKappa Sigma Mu Academic Award Scholarship is conferred
upon the diploma student who has attained the highest average
throughout his course.
TheKappa Sigma 1'rlu Membership Scholarship is awarded to the
student-member of the Kappa Sigma Mu who attains the highest
average in his studies for the current year.
To be eligible for a Kappa Sigma Mu Scholarship, a student must
be pursuing two courses each semester. Each scholarship provides
tuition for the first four class hours taken.
Student Organizations. Xavier University Evening Division
has provided several forms of student activities and organizations for
the purpose of promoting religious, social, academic, and cultural
relations among the student body. All student organizations are
under the supervision of the Dean. The University reserves the
right to discontinue, or moderate, any student activity or organiza-
tion.
The Student Council is the principal organization in the school
and is made up of a proportional representation from each class. Its
purpose is to foster a strong spirit of interest and comradeship among
the students; to undertake, promote, and conduct all extra-curricular
activities; to direct the students as a body in wielding an influence in
the social and civic affairs of the community.
The Boosters Club is an hOllorary and active group composed of
outstanding merubers of the student body, who have distinguished
themselves by their service and loyalty to all Evening Division
activities. This Club constitutes an advisory group which will offer
suggestions touching all student needs.
Kappa Si{]'ma Mu. composed of present students and former
students ofLthe Evening Division, is a student as well as alumnal
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org.ani~ation. Men and women students are eligible for membership,
WhIch IS open to students who have been in attendance for at least
four semesters.
Xavier University Alumni A88ociation. Organized in 1888, the
purpose of this association is to strengthen and perpetuate college
friendship; to preserve in the former students a warm regard for
Alma Mater and a lively memory of the substantial benefits she has
bestowed; to cherish and advance her interests, to maintain her honor
and sustain her reputation by manly and honorable conduct.
Xavier University Alumnae Association. Established in 1926
this alumnae group has for its purpose the fostering of the sam~
loyal spirit and helpful interest toward Alma Mater which is charac-
teristic of the Alumni Association.
Affiliation. The College of Music of Cincinnati is affiliated with
Xavier University. Liberal Arts credits earned at the College of
M tlsic are accepted toward the Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of
Philosophy degrees by Xavier University. In like manner, credits
required for the Bachelor of Music degree, which are not given at
the College of Music. will be accepted from Xavier University.
Placement Bureau. The Evening Division of Xavier University
conducts an active Placement Bureau for the benefit of students.
Business houses in Greater Cincinnati constantly tum to this Bureau
for prospective employees. The Bureau receives requests to recom-
mend men and women for a variety of positions in accounting, sales.
office, banking, and many other types of work. Through this service
large numbers of students have been placed in excellent positions.
Present students who wish to avail themselves of the contacts and
facilities of the Placement Bureau register their names and qualifica-
tions. As soon as an appropriate employment opportunity develops,
the Bureau arranges an interview between employer and applicant.
The Bureau is:~operated without cost to student or employer.
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General Administration
Admission. Because the Evening Division is intended to serve
the educational needs and interests of persons who are occupied in
business or other pursuits during the day, the requirements for ad-
mission to the evening classes have been given a degree of flexibility.
Accordingly, an applicant for the evening classes may establish his
eligibility either by graduation from a formal high school course,
by examination, or by the attainment of sufficient maturity and
experience to enable him to follow an evening course with profit.
Applicants for admission to the Evening Division, other than high
school graduates and those who qualify by examination, must be at
least eighteen years of age.
Evening students who wish to extend their studies beyond the
two and three year evening curricula, in order to fulfill the require-
ments of Bachelors' Degrees must, in every case, satisfy the entrance
requirements stated below.
Admission to Certificate and Diploma Curricula. New
students who satisfy the entrance requirements, will be admitted to
the first year program of the certificate and diploma curricula out-
lined on page 26.
Admission to Degree Curricula.
1. GradtLates of Accredited High Schools. The usual method of
admission for high school graduates is by certificate of graduation
from an accredited high school together 'with an official record of
units and an official recommendation from the principal. A unit is
the equivalent of a subject extending through a school year of thirty-
six weeks with five recitations per week. A minimum of fifteen units
is required.
In presenting the fifteen units for admission an applicant may
offer either nine units distributed as follows:
Subjects V'nits Subjects Units
English " 3 Algebra. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Language. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Plane Geometry. . . . . . . . . .. 1
History. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 Science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
or ten units in four sequences, two ulajor sequences (three units each)
and two minor sequences (two units each). The sequences will be
selected from the five groups of subjects listed below. Not nl0re than
one of the required sequences may be accepted from anyone group,




Group A. English and Speech. A major sequenee must be offered
from this group.
Group B. Language. The languages acceptable in this group are
Greek, Latin, French, German, Italian, Polish, and Spanish. Any
sequence must be in a single language and no more than two sequences
will be acceptable.
Group C. Mathematics. A Iuinor sequence in this group must be
offered and must include one unit of algebra and one unit of plane
geometry. For all applicants, a unit of physics may he combined with
a minor sequence in mathematics to form a major sequence.
Group D. Science. Not nl0re than one unit in anyone science may
be offered. Physics may not be counted toward a science sequence
if it is counted in the mathematics group toward a major sequence.
I f biology be included neither botany nor zoology may be counted.
Group E. Social Studies. The subjects and the number of units in
each subject which are acceptable from this group are as follows:
The renlaining units may be in any subjects counted toward
graduation by an accredited high school. IIo\vever, single half units
in languages will not be acceptable.
Applicants who have a deficiency in their sequences not to exceed
two units, and who meet all other requirements will be admitted as
deficient. This deficiency, however, must be removed before admis-
sion to Sophomore standing.
2. Students who are not high school graduates, but who are at
least twenty-one years of age, may be admitted to the degree programs
by examination. The examination will include various tests which
will determine whether such applicants possess the equivalents of
high school graduation and qualifications for college. All applicants
admitted by examination will be admitted on probation. The proba-
tion period will continue for at least one semester.
Admission to Special Evening Courses. Although the school
usually recommends a complete curriculum, students who possess
sufficient maturity, experience and educational foundation, are per-
mitted to take certain individual courses without following a complete
curriculum.
Admission with Advanced Standing. Evening students who
have satisfactorily completed college work in other recognized








extent that it satisfies the requirements of a curriculum in the Even-
ing Division of Xavier University_
Consultation Group. The Evening Division strives to give each
student and prospective student as much direction as possi?le. A
Consultation Group, made up of lay professors and JesuIt pro-
fessors, assists students and prospective students in planning their
academic work and choosing their careers.
Composed of men of unusual scholastic and business experience,
the Consultation Group is available for individual consultation to
all men and women who desire direction and guidance in their even-
ing college work. Assistance is given to improve onets status in life
or to solve the important problem of choosing a life work. After
directing students to that channel of activity in which their per-
sonality, ambition, and ability are most likely to brin~ succ~s,
the lay and Jesuit consultants assist in planning the details leadIng
to its attainment.
Registration. Fixed dates in each semester are reserved for
registration and are to be found in the academic calendar on page 6
of this catalog.
College Year. The college year usually begins the last week in
September and ends the fourth week of May. It is divided into two
semesters. There is a Christmas and an Easter recess. Classes are
not held on legal holidays nor on the more solemn religious festivals
of the Catholic Church.
Time of Classes. Classes are held on Monday, Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, Thursday, and Friday from 6:40 to 8:20; 6:40 to 9:15;
6:40 to 10:10; 8:25 to 10:10, and 9:20 to 10:10.
Unit of Instruction-Credit Hour. A unit of instruction is
one class hour a week for one semester. The unit is called a credit
hour and is the measure of work in the Evening Division. A weekly
two-hour period of laboratory work is considered equivalent to one
credit hour. The fundamental accounting courses include lecture
and laboratory work.
Grading System and Reports. At the middle and the end of
each semester the student receives an estimate of the quality of his
work in each of the courses which he has pursued. This estitna.te is
based upon the combined results of examinations and class work and




(D) Inferior (but passing)






Sociology 31 to 1
Subjects Units
History. . . . . 1 to 4
.American Government 72 to 1
Econonlics ~
Quality Points. A candidate for a bachelor's degree must earn
not only the numbet of credit hours (120) required for the bachelor's
degree, but his work must possess a certain excellence which is
measured by quality points.
The number of quality points is determined partly by the grade
received and partly by the number of credit hours attached to the
eourse. The grade points are a.s follows:
A-Four points per credit hour C-TwQ points per credit hour
B-Three points per credit hour D-One point per creclit hour
The number of quality points which will be received for any course
is the number of points attached to the grade received multiplied by
the number of credit hours attached to the course. The scholastic
itanding of the student at the end of any semester is the ratio of the
total number of quality points received to the total number of credit
hours carried in that semester.
Student Classification. Students are classified as Sophomores
who have at least twenty credit hours and forty quality points;
Pre-Juniors, who have forty credit hours and eighty quality points;
Juniors, who have sixty credit hours and one hundred and twenty
quality points; Pre-Seniors, who have eighty credit hours and one
hundred and sixty quality points; Senior,. who have one hundred
credit hours and two hundred quality points. The Freshman, Sopho-
more and Pre-Junior years are grouped a5 lower division years;
Junior, Pre-Senior and Senior as upper division years.
Students are also classified as Part-time if they carry fewer than
ten credit hours of work in any semester; as Urlclassijied, if they
have not declared themselves as candidates for a degree; as Auditors, if
they do not elect to fulfill scholastic requirements for academic credit.
Attendance.
1. Attendance and preparation are required at all classroom
exercises as primary conditions for meriting academic credit.
2. U Cuts" are not a.llowed, but two excused absences may be
permitted without the loss of credit for the semester, if the
reasons are adjudged by the Dean to be sufficiently grave.
3. Absences caused by serious illness may be excused, wholly or
in part, by the Dean.
4. Tardiness at class or leaving class before the expiration of the
period will be counted as one-half of an absence.
Withdrawal. A student who wishes to withdraw from school
tnust either in person or in writing notify the Office of his intended
withdrawa1. A st1tdent is considered in attendance 'until he has given
the Office this formal notice of withdra'wal.
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Examinations.
1. Examinations in all subjects are held at the 111iddle and the
close of each semester. The result of the mid-semester and the
semester examinations, combined with the student's class-
work, will determine his grade for the semester. No academic
credit is given unless a passing grade is obtained.
2. In continuous courses (two semester courses) a student may
receive a grade of E for the work of the first semester. This
grade is given only when the instructor is of the opinion that
a student's examination is below the standard of the student's
class work. Such a student will be granted a period of six weeks
to make up the deficiency. During this time the student will
be given special instruction and direction by the instructor.
At the end of the period a special examination will be given
the student. The subsequent and substitute grade for E will
ahvays be D or F.
3. A student who has been absent from a regularly scheduled
examination will receive a grade of X if the excuse for the
absence is acceptable to the Dean, otherwise the absentee will
receive an autotnatic failure. Absence, however, does not
excuse a student fronl the requirement of a special examina-
tion at a time detertnined by the Dean.
4. Students not wishing acadenlic credit for their work (Auditors)
are not obliged to take examinations.
Discipline. While attendance at Xavier University Evening
Division is a privilege and not a right, the atmosphere of the school
is one of reasonable conformity to reasonable requirements. Students
are expected to conduct themselves, at all times and in all places, in
such a manner as to reflect no discredit on the good name of the
school. Any student deemed undesirable may be refused registration
or requested to withdraw from the school at any time.
Transcript of Records. Upon the student's request the Evening
Division will send one complete transcript of his scholastic record to
any educational institution or business organization. If more than
one transcript be requested, a charge of two dollars will be assessed
for each additional transcript. No transcripts are issued during the
busy periods of examination or registration.
Tuition and Fees. Registration for a course or courses makes
the student liable for the tuition of the whole semester. All tuition
and fees required from students 'inust be paid before the third class-session
of each semester. Students failing to discharge these obligations
promptly are subject to dismissal.
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Curricular Adlllinistration
Lower Division Objectives. Before admission to upper division
classification a student shall have completed a minimum of sixty
hours with a C average. Excess quality points earned in the first three
years may not be applied to remove a quality point deficiency in the
last three years. Moreover the student shall have attained:
1. A mastery of English expression, both written and oral, and
an adequate acquaintance with the masterpieces or types of
English literature.
2. A religious knowledge and religious orientation adequate for
personal and apostolic Catholic living.
3. An acquaintance with scientific and mathematical thinking.
4. An acquaintance with the history and principles of social
institutions.
Courses. Courses are grouped according to their basic or ad-
vanced content. Basic courses, which are ordinarily open to Fresh-
men" Sophomore, and Pre-]unior students, are regarded as lower
diriBion courses. Upper division courses are open to Junior, Pre-
Senior and Senior students.
Departments of Instruction. For the purpose of faculty
administration and of classification of courses according to the nature
of their subject matters all courses are grouped in departments. In
the Evening Division there are fourteen departments: Accounting,
Biology, Business Law, Chemistry, Economics, English, History,
Latin, Mathematics, Modem Languages, Philosophy, Psychology,
Religion, and Sociology.
Curricular Division. There is a larger grouping of departments
into four curricular divisions. These divisions are made to facilitate
inter-departmental administration and to integrate fields of study.
The divisions are as follows:
1. The tuition fee for all subjects (except Introductory Accounting
and Secretarial Practice) is $5.00 per credit hour for the first
four credit hours taken. The fee for each credit hour in excess
of four is $3.00.
2. The matriculation fee (non-returnable), required of every
student on first admission to the University, is $5.00.
3. Laboratory fees: (a) Chemistry, $10.00 each semester; (b)
Biology, $10.00 each semester.
4. The fee for a special examination is $2.00.
5. Certificate or diploma fee is $10.00.
6. Bachelor's degree fee is $25.00.
Refunds.
1. No tuition will be refunded except when withdrawal from class
is due to illness or causes entirely beyond the student's control.
2. No refund will be granted a student who withdraws without
informing the Office.
3. No refund will be granted when a student has been in attendance
one-half the period for which the payment was made.
4. No refund will ever be granted unless formal application is
made.
l'ime-Payments.
1. The privilege of tiule-payments is granted only to students
carrying more than two credit hours per senlester.
2. Time-payments are permitted only when definite arrange-
ments are made in writing. These payments must be made
on the appointed day under penalty of dismissal.
3. No cancellations of promised time-payments are permitted.
Exceptions to this regulation are to be determined by the
Dean. No cancellations of promised time-payments are
allowed after one-half the semester has passed. Where can-
cellations are permitted, they shall never be in excess of one-
half the tuition for a semester. No cancellation of promised
time-payments is granted when a student withdraws without
informing the Office.
Note.-A student who is in debt to tbeUniversity at the end of
any semester is not permitted to register again, or to graduate;
nor is he entitled to receive an official statement of his credits
























Upper Division Objectives.. After the completion of his lower
division work, to obtain the upper division objectives, a student is
required to carry a minimum of sixty credit hours with a C average.
No credit will be granted toward a degree for more than forty hours
in anyone department. The content of upper division courses is
suited to the mature student. As a consequence, the student's
approach and methods of study shall be such as to display in all
fields self-activity and sanely independent work and thought. and in
the field of concentration a penetration and organization which will
obtain for the student an undergraduate but thorough grasp of the
field.
Field of Concentration. At the close of his Pre..Junior year
and with the approval of the adviser, the candidate for a degree will
select a field of study in which he will complete approximately half
of his upper division courses, Le., from 30 to 40 credit hours. The
field of concentration is so organized under the direction of the
student's adviser that about two-thirds of these credit hours (not
fewer than eighteen) are in the upper division courses of some one
department. The remaining courses of the field of concentration are
in the nature of supporting courses, that is, directly or indirectly
contributing to the scope and breadth of the field, and may be taken
in one or more departments. The purpose of the field of concentra-
tion is to give the student a comprehensive grasp of some field of
knowledge, to grant a wider scope to his particular interests and
talents and to lay an adequate undergraduate foundation for graduate
or professional study. The student will come under the scholastic
supervision of the director of the department in which the concen..
tration emphasis or major is placed.
Concentration Major. The term concentration major is used to
signify the particular emphasis in a field of concentration, and is
understood to embrace those upper division courses which constitute
the student's principal study and are found in one department. The.a
minimum quantity of work required for a concentration major in
any department is eighteen credit hours of upper division courses,
approved by the director of the department and completed with an
average of C. The concentration major will suppose the completion
of at least six credit hours (C average) of lower division work in the
department in which the student is concentrating. In the Depart-
ment of Modern Languages this six credit hour requirement, how-
ever, is not satisfied by beginning courses or their equivalent.
Major and Minors. According to the system of major and
minors, the major represents not fewer than twenty-four credit houri
of work in some one department, and possessing the quality of a C
a verage or better. The minors are two other groups of courses: one
oaUed the first or related minor; the other, the second or unrelated
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minor. The related minor requires not fewer than eighteen credit
hours of work in a department which is in the same curricular division
with the department from which the student has selected his major.
The unrelated minor is also a sequence of courses to the amount
of at least eighteen credit hours. The unrelated minor, however.
is ordinarily selected from a department which is not in the same
curricular division as the major.
Certificates, Diplomas, Degrees. The University will confer
a certificate, a diploma, or a degree upon any candidate in the Eve-
ning Division who has successfully completed an accepted program
of studies, and who has fulfilled, prior to graduation, all require-
ments, both general and particular. Certificates and diplomas in
Accounting and General Business, and the degrees of Bachelor of
Arts. Bachelor of Philosophy, and Bachelor of Business Administra-
tion are conferred on candidates in the Evening Division.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Certificate in Accounting and General Business. The cer-
tificate in Accounting and General Business is conferred on the
candidate whose program of studies in quantity of academic work
measures 40 credit hours (at least 20 in residence) with a C average




Business Law " 6
Economics '" 4
English 8
Mathematics of Finance. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. 6
Religion " 4
Diploma in Accounting and General Business. The diploma
in Accounting and General Business is conferred on the candidate
whose program of studies in quantity of academic work measures 60
credit hours (at least 30 in residence) with a C average and whose





Economics. . . · . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 10
English 8
Mathematics of Finance " 6







Latin (C average) 12
Philosophy 12
Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. 6
Religion " '" 8
Speech 2
Bachelor of Philosophy. The degree of Bachelor of Philosophy
is conferred on a candidate whose concentration has been in the
Division of Languages or the Division of Social Sciences and whose








Business Law. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 8







Modern Language. . . . . . . . .. 8
Subject Hrs.
Mathematics. . . . . .. . . . . . .. 6
Philosophy 12




Graduation Honors. Honors are awarded on the basis of out·
standing moral and intellectual attainment. A student who has
earned a quality point average of 3.75 in his last sixty credit hours
at the University is graduated Summa Cum Laude; one who has
earned 3.50, Magna Cum Laude; one who has earned 3.25, Cum
Laude. These honors are announced at Commencement and are
inscribed on the diplomas of those students meriting the honors.
Honors are conferred only when the student has completed the last
sixty credit hours in the University. An exception will be made In
the case of students tranSferring from another Jesuit institution.
Residence. Candidates for d~grees must secure at least the last
30 credit hours in residence at Xavier University. Residence is the
personal presence at the University of a student carrying a normal
weekly load. To establish residence of a year for a bachelor's degree
at the University, a student ordinarily must complete one fourth of
the total number of hours required for graduation.
Attendance at Commencement. All candidates for degrees
must be present at the Commencement Exercises to receive their
diplomas.
Note. The University reserves the right to modify its gradua-
tion and other academic requirements as may seem necessary from
time to time. It will be obligated only during the academic year of





~egree. In addition to the requisites of a particular program. a
candidate for a bachelor's degree must fulfill the following require-
ments:
Bachelor of Arts. The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred
on the candidate whose field of concentration has been in the Division
of Languages or Social Sciences. The prescribed subjects together with
the corresponding minimum quantities for the program of studies
leading to this degree are as follows:
Subject Brs.
Concentration 30
Christian Culture " 8
English ' " .12
History 6
Modem Language '. 8
Mathematics or Science 6-8
1. The. ca~didat~ shall have completed an accepted program of
stud~es 1ll whIch the quantity of academic work, measured in
credIt. hours, is not fewer than one hundred and twenty, and
in whIch the quality of academic work, measured in quality
po~nts, has a minimum value of two hundred and forty quality
pomts, or an average of C in the hours earned.
2. The candidate shall have completed all lower division and
upper division objectives.
3. The candidate shall have completed the last 30 credit houn
(C average) in residence at the University.
4. The candidate shall have submitted, before March 8 of his
senior year, a written thesis. The subject shall have been ap-
proved before October 20. The thesis shall fulfill all general
and particular prescriptions of the adviser and shall be accepted
or rejected on or before April 1. With the approval of the
Dean, the adviser may substitute a comprehensive examina-
tion written or oral or both, covering the student's field of
concentration. The examination shall be given between the
first and fifteenth day of April.
Bachelor of Business Administration. The degree of Bachelor
of Business Administration is conferred on a candidate whose con-
centration has been in the Division of Business Sciences and whose









Bachelor of Business Administration
10
Certificate in Accounting and General Business
FRICSHMAN
First Semester HI's. Second Semester Hra.
Mathematics of Finance , 3 Mathematics of Finance..... 3
Rhetoric and Composition , 3 Rhetoric and Composition. .. 3
Business Writing. . . . . . . . . .. 1 Business Writing •.. , ....••. 1
Introductory Accounting..... 3 Introductory Accounting .•.. 3
FRSSHMAN
First SemestBr HI'S. Second Semester Hra.
Mathematics of Finance .. , .. 3 Mathematics of Finance.. , .. 3
Rhetoric and Composition.. .. 3 Rhetoric and Composition. .. 3
Business Writing. . . . . . . . . .. 1 Business Writing. . . . . . . . . .. 1
Introductory Accounting..... 3 Introductory Accounting .... 3
10
SOPHOMORIC
Intermediate Accounting. . . .. 3 Intermediate Accounting .. ,. 3
Economics, Principles. . . . . .. 2 Economics, Principles.....• , 2
Christian Origins , 2 The Church 2
Business Law 3 Business Law ........•.••.. 3
SOPHOMORIC
Intermediate Accounting. , . .. 3 Intermediate Accounting. . .. 3
Economics, Principles. . . . . .. 2 Economics, Principles. . . . . .. 2
Christian Origins 2 The Church 2
. M d E 2 History, Modern Europe. . .. 2HIstory. 0 ern urope .




Diploma in Accounting and General Business
FRICSHMAN
Mathematics of Finance ..... 3 Mathematics of Finance.... , 3
Rhetoric and Composition. . .. 3 Rhetoric and Composition. .. 3
Business Writing , 1 Business Writing , 1
Introductory Accounting 3 Introductory Accounting .••. 3 1010
PRII-JUNIOR
Advanced Accounting
or Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Advanced Economics , 3
Logic , 2
Moral Problems. . . . . . . . . .. 2
Advanced Accounting
or Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Advanced Economics. . . . . . .. 3
Logic , 2
Christian Morality. . . . . . . . .. 2
1010
SOPHOMORIC
Intermediate Accounting 3 Intermediate Accounting ... , 3
Economics, Principles , 2 Economics, Principles....•• , 2
Christian Origins . . . . . . . . . .. 2 The Church. . . . . • . . . . . . . .. 2
Business Law , 3 Business Law ..........•.. , 3
JUNIOR
3 Concentration , 3
2 Speech , ., 2
2 Christian Culture , 2










Advanced Accounting , 3 Advanced Accounting.. ' , 3
Advanced Economics , 3 Advanced Economics, , , . . .. 3
Logic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Logic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Christian Morality. . . . . . . . .. 2 Moral Problems , 2
10 10
Concentration , 3
Christian Culture , 2
Advanced Psychology , 2




Christian Culture , 2
Advanced Psychology , 2







Concentration. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Business Law. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
English 2









First Semester Hr8. Second Semester HrB.
Concentration 3 Concentration .......•.. '" 3
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 2 Christian Culture " 2
Advanced Psychology 2 Advanced Psychology.. " '" 2








Concentration .........• '" 3







Mathematics 3 Mathematics ..•........... 3
Rhetoric and Composition.. .. 3 Rhetoric and Composition... 3
Introductory Science. . . . . . .• 4 Introductory Science. . . . . . .. 4
SOPHoMoRn
Language. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Language. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Economics, Principles. . . . . .. 2 Economics, Principles.. . . . .. 2
Christian Origins . . . . . . . . . .. 2 The Church. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
History, Modern Europe.. . .. 2 History, Modem Europe. . .. 2
American History 1 American History 1
Concentration. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Christian Culture 2





Rhetoric and Composition 3
Introductory Science " 4
10
Latin .................••.. 3
The Church ...........•..• 2
Economics, Principles 2
History, Modem Europe 2
American History. . . . . . . . .. 1
Latin 3
Christian Origins . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Economics, Principles. . . . . .. 2
History, Modem Europe.. . .. 2




Rhetoric and Composition. . .. 3
~ntroductory Science. . . . . . .. 4
PRn-JUNIOR
English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 English. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . .. 3
Language (Intermediate).. . .. 3 Language (Intermediate). . .. 3
Logic 2 Logic ....•................ 2
Christian Morality. . . . . . . . .. 2 Moral Problems.. . . . . . . . . .. 2
english 3
Language 3










Concentration. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3




Philosophy of Man 3
Language or Elective 3
9
JUNIOR
Concentration. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Concentration ...........•. 3
General Psychology. . . . . . . .. 3 Philosophy of Man. . . . . . . .• 3
Speech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Speech. . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. 2









First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
Concentration. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Concentration 3
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 2 Christian Culture.. . . . . . . . .. 2
Advanced Psychology 2 Advanced Psychology 2





Philosophy (Ethics) . . . . . . . .. 3
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 2
10
Concentration. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
History 2
Philosophy (Ethics) . . . . . . .. 3
Christian CuIture . . . . . . . . .. 2
Departments and Courses
The names of the departments of instruction and the special
courses are here listed in alphabetical order.
No course in any subject will be given unless a sufficient number
of students apply.
The courses of instruction are numbered in accord with a unified
plan. Lower division courses are numbered 1 to 99. Upper division
courses are numbered from 100 to 199. Courses given in the first
semester are usually designated by an odd number; second semester
courses by an even number.
Accounting
Pre-Legal
Students applying for admission to law schools must have com-
pleted a minimum of 60 hours of college work. The following outline
of curriculum will fulfill minimum pre-legal requirements.
FRESHMAN
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hra.
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Rhetox:ic and Composition.. .. 3 Rhetoric and Composition. .. 3
Introductory Science 4 Introductory Science 4
SOPHOMORE
Language. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Language. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Economics, Principles. . . . . .. 2 Economics, Principles. . . . . .. 2
Christian Origins 2 The Church 2
History, Modern Europe 2 History, Modern Europe 2
American History.. . . . . . . . .. 1 American History. . . . . . . . .. 1
The rapid expansion of modern business has uncovered the great
importance of the study of accounting. Accounting is a means of
recording and presenting in financial terms the present position and
results of operations of enterprises of every type. As an administra-
tive device, it has madl' possible effective control and successful
management of corporate enterprises. The factory manager requires
a knowledge of costs. The sales manager's results are expressed in
accounts. The credit manager depends on the analysis of customers'
financial statements. The budget executive is guided largely by
accounting statements.
Obviously, the purpose of the accounting courses is not to teach
mere proficiency in bookkeeping, nor to prepare students merely for
clerical tasks, but rather to inculcate the philosophy underlying the
use oLrecords as an aid to management. The purpose is to lay a
foundation which students in this department may use, after their
apprenticeship in business, to build the necessary qualifications for
executive positions.
The courses in accounting are thorough and comprehensive,
familiarizing the student with the latest and most satisfactory
methods. The first year course gives the student a fundamental
knowledge of accounting which is of value whether he engages in
business or pursues a professional career. The advanced courses
elaborate on the theory and practice of accounts, business analysis,
costs, auditing and specialized accounting, and are completed in a
special course which prepares the student for C. P. A. examinations
and for entrance into the field of public accountancy.
The teaching is done by certified public accountants and by others







English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Language (Intermediate) 3 Language (Intermediate) 3
Logic 2 Logic 2





This course is designed for those students who are not
acquainted with bookkeeping theory or practice. Content
of course will be the same as Accounting 51, but will be
taken more slowly because of background deficiency. First
semester course-four credit hours.
Tuesday and Friday, 6:40 to 9:15.
Arnold P. Hallbach, B.S.C.
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Intermediate Accounting.
A continuation of Accounting 151. Practical problems in
the more advanced stage are presented and include the
work of corporations, depreciation calculations, correction
of errors, comparative statements, profit and loss analysis.
Prerequisite: Accounting 151. Second 8emester course-three
credit hours.
Industrial Accounting.
A continuation of Accounting 155. This course treats of
the more advanced and specialized phases of cost accounting,
including standard costs, distribution costs and industrial
accounting reports for executives. The course includes a
detailed exposition of process costs, joint and by-products;
process costs and estimated costs. Standard cost accounting
procedure is thoroughly assimilated by the student in the
use of a practical standard cost set. In like manner, a cost
set gives practical experience in process costs. Assignment
of numerous chapter problems ana questions will illustrate
the topics discussed in class. The course will conclude with
a re-examination of industrial accounting from the man-
agerial viewpoint. Prerequisite: Accounting 155. Second
seme8ter course-three credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Carl L. Bumiller, Com.E., LL.B.
Industrial Accounting.
This course emphasizes the mechanics of industrial account-
ing, especially with respect to a job order manufacturing
enterprise. The nature of and reasons for cost accounting
systems are simply but thoroughly discussed and illustrated.
The course includes treatment of detailed cost records, cost
accounts and the general accounting records, and how they
are Htied-in"; explanations of the factory ledger, the voucher
register in industrial accounting, materials control and
inventory records. Considerable time is devoted to an
explanation of manufacturing expenses, departmentalization
of expenses, and accounting for labor. Intensive work on
a job-order cost set, and cost summaries and statements,
rounds out this first semester course. Prerequisite: Ac-
counting .151 and 152. First semester course-three credit
hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Carl L. Bumiller, Com.E., LL.B.
51. I~troductory Accounting.
This course elaborates all the phases of general accounting,
beginning with the use of negotiable instruments, special
books of original entry, classification of expenses; subsidiary
ledgers, and controlling accounts. Records and entries are
studied in conjunction with the operation of an interesting
Single Proprietorship practice set, which provides practical
experience with Ledger Accounts, real, nominal and mixed;
Joumals, special and general; Cash Records; Trial Balances;
Adjusting Entries; Closing Entries; the Work Sheet;
Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statements. The theory
and practice method is continued with the formation of a
partnership, its operation, and subsequent dissolution; with
the corporation form of organization. Fir8t semeater courS6-
three credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 10:10. John L. Fricker, B.S.C., LL.B.
52. Introductory Accounting.
A continuation of Accounting 51. Corporation accounting is
continued with authorization and issuance of capital stock,
subscriptions; premiums; discount; dividends; capital sur..
,Ius; no par stock. Special accounts, cost control and state-
ments peculiar to a manufacturing type of busine~s are
treated; voucher systems, charts of accounts, methods of
handling each, determination of fire loss, bonds, sinking
funds, and consignments are also considered in this course.
Prerequisite: Accounting 51. Second semester course-three
credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 10:10. John L. Fricker, B.S.C., LL.B.
Upper Division Courses
151. Intermediate Accounting.
An intensive course in accounting practice. Attention is
directed to the design and layout of working papers, the
preparation of balance sheets, profit and loss statements,
manufacturing statements, etc. The treatment of all
accounts relating to such statements is explained and demon..
strated. Prerequisite: Accounting 51 and 52. Fir8t semester
course-three credit hours.




Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Stanley A. Hittner, B.S.C., C.P.A.
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Ohio and Federal Taxation.
This course thoroughly examines our complex Federal and
State taxing structure. The increasingly im portant social
security taxes, both for unemployment cOtnpen~ation and
old age pensions, are given special treatment. The instruc-
tion also covers the Ohio real and intangible property
taxes, and various other Ohio and Federal taxes levied against
corporations. rvIany prohlems and the preparation of tax
returns are included. Second semester CQU1"se-t1:ree credit
hours.
Taxation-Federal Income.
Included in this course is the study of the taxation of income
of individuals and corporations. The many phases of the
Federal income tax la ws are treated in detail, the theoretical
treatment being strengthened by the preparation of income
tax reports and the inclusion of comprehensive problems.
Special consideration is given to the changes made in the
income tax law and their effect upon the taxation of in-
come in the appropriate situations. Study of the new excess
profits tax, including any 1941 amendments, will be made.
First semester course-three credit hours.
Gift, Estate and Inheritance Taxation.
A course designed to give a general working knowledge of
the provisions of the Federal Gift Tax, the Federal Estate
Tax, and the Ohio Inheritance Tax Laws. I t is designed
for Attorneys, Insurance Agents and Secretaries, and is
approached from the standpoint of acquainting the students
with the fundamentals and practical facts necessary to
familiarize them with the requirements as to these par-
ticular taxes. It includes a discussion of the set-up of
the governmental agencies responsible for the collection of
these taxes; and detailed treatment of the scope and extent
of the laws with respect to the transactions and items
included, excluded or deductible in arriving at Net Gifts or
Net Estates subject to tax. Particular attention is given
to the administrati ve steps necessary for compliance with
the la ws, including the method of preparing and filing the
required returns, and the computation and payment of the
respective taxes. Given in both semesters-two credit hours.




Monday, 6:40 to 9:15.
Monday, 6:40 to 9: 15.
Carl L. Bumiller, Com.E., LL.B.
Carl L. BumiIler, Com.E., LL.B.
163. Advanced Accounthig Problems: Partnership and Parent-
Subsidiary Corporation Accounting.
This course includes treatment of all the advanced phases
of partnership accounting. Organization and dissolution,
incorporation of a partnership, division of profit or loss on
sales, and related problems, are considered in detail. The
instruction also thoroughly covers home office and branch
accounting, and parent-subsidiary corporation accounting.
The latter reaches into consolidated balance sheets, inter-
company accounts, major and minor parent companies,
consolidated surplus, profit and loss, and supporting state..
ments, consolidations and mergers. Prerequisite: Account-
ing 151 and 152. First semester course-three credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. John B. Hambrick, M.B.A.
164. Auditing.
This course considers both the principles and procedure of
auditing technique. The instruction thoroughly covers the
different classes of audits and takes up in detail the auditing
problems involved in accounting for cash, receivables, in-
ventories, investments, liabilities, net worth, reserves, profit
and loss, and other statement accounts. Comprehensive
questions and problems at the end of each chapter, a com-
plete practice problem, and illustrative audit working papers
give the student complete working material. Prerequisite:
Accounting 151 and 152. Second semester course-three
credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. John B. Hambrick, M.B.A.
165. c. P. A. Review.
This course offers a review in practical accounting and is
intended to assist students and practicing accountants who
are preparing to take the examination for Certified Public
Accountant. Applicants for admission to this class should
have completed the previous courses in accounting or have
the equivalent knowledge gained from practical accounting
experience. The course consists of lectures covering account-
ing theory, auditing, practical accounting, business law, and
discussions outlining the principles involved. It is based
upon recent examinations by the various State Boards of
Accounting and by the American Institute of Accounting.
First semester course-three credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Edwin F. Thorburn; C.P.A.
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166. C. P. A. Review.
A continuation of Accounting 165, with similar aims and
methods. Special problems will be studied with a view
to developing a quick and comprehensive understanding
of the problems presented and their appropriate solution.
Solutions will be required under conditions similar to those
found in the examination room. Various problems will be
given to develop unerring accuracy and necessary speed
within limited time periods. Open discussions will be held
on each problem. Second semester course-three credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Edwin F. Thorburn, C.P.A.
Advertising
Advertising has firmly established itself as a powerful selling
influence. Its virtue as a selling force depends not only upon tech-
nique but also upon its wise application to a thing of merit and worth.
Quite obviously advertising cannot endow commodi ties with intrinsic
qualities. It can, however, enhance an article of true value, and it
does facilitate selling. Through the use of intelligent and pleasing
appeals advertising tends to stimulate demands for products, lowers
sales resistance, secures good will for products, services and industries.
I t has standardized all saleahIe things and broadened the plane of
better Iiving.
No buyer can wholly escape the ever-present appeal of advertising.
No business man can fail to realize the sound services it renders in
the field of distribution. Substantial success in modern business is
scarcely conceivable without a clear understanding of the general
principles and specific practices of advertising. This medium sells
more efficiently and economically than any other.
The courses in this department will deal with the economic
importance of advertising, will endeavor to explain the services
which it performs, and will lay special emphasis on the soundest and
most improved methods of advertising technique.
143. Principles of Advertising.
This course embraces the basic principles of advertising. It
includes a study of the history and purposes of advertising;
copy approach; the finer points of writing and developing
copy; visualizing the copy idea; art and layout; and a com-
prehensive explanation of the mechanics involved in the
preparation of advertisements-printing, typesetting, and
photo-engraving. First semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. William W. Savage, A.B.
144. Principles of Advertising.
A continuation of Advertising 143. A study of the scheduling
of advertisements, involving the selection and use of adver-
tising media, such as newspapers, magazines, radio broad..
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casting, direct-mail, car cards, billboards, dealer displays,
and supplementary media. Other subjects covered are
advertising research; the transforming idea; and a detailed
resume of a complete advertising campaign. Prerequisite:
Advertising 143. Second semeater course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. William W. Savage, A.B.
145. Advanced Advertising-Copywriting.
This course presents a thorough exposition of the copy
technique in advertising and offers a system of copy syn-
thesis and a classification of copy sources. Actual writing
of copy is required and intensive study is made of the relation
of copy to layout, the preparation and use of headlines, and
the testing of copy's selling power before publication.
Prerequisite: Advertising 143, 144, or practical experience in
advertising with an agency, publication, or advertising
department. First sernester course-two credit hours.
Thursday, 6:40 to 8:20. William W. Savage, A.B.
146. Advanced Advertising-Copywriting.
A continuation of Advertising 145. This part of the course
is devoted exclusively to copy construction and involves a
study of the many methods used by experienced copy-
writers in producing better, more effective copy. Here the
novice copywriter may secure a clearer understanding of the
use of words and the handling of words and phrases in order
to condense into the brief sentences that advertising permits
the volumes of meaning necessary to tell a convincing
selling story. Prerequisite: Advertising 145. Second semester
course-two credit hours.
ThursdaYI 6:40 to 8:20. William W. Savage, A.B.
Biology
The courses which are offered in Biology emphasize classification
and experimentation, together with the knowledge of the develop-
ment of the science and an appreciation of its content and methods.
1. Introduction to Biology.
The fundamental concepts and principles of biological
science. The nature of life; the biology of the cell; the
morphology and physiology of representative plants and
animals. Ecological and genetical considerations are em-
phasized. Two semester course-four credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 8:20.
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ness men employ in the administration of their affairs. The methods
of instruction eliminate purely technical details, but retain all the
roles and the principles of each subject. Actual cases upon which
the courts have rendered their decisions will be explained and dis-
cussed.
185. Corporations.
Creation, organization and powers of private business cor-
porations; stocks and stockholders; directors, officers and
managenlent; creditors; foreign corporations; trusts and
monopolies; dissolution of corporations. (I942-1943.)
184. Agency.
Nature and fornlation of agency; the duties and rights
arising out of agency; kinds of agencies; termination of
relationship. Prerequisite: Law 183. Second semester course
-three credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 9:15. Philip J. Kennedy, A.B., LL.B.
183. Elementary Law and Contracts.
Law defined; statutory and common law considered; form
of law; the judicial system; administrative boards and com-
missions. Formation of contract; the interpretation, con-
struction, operation and discharge of contracts. First
semester course-three credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 9:15. Philip J. Kennedy, A.B., LL.B.
Joseph T. Carney, LL.B.
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Tuesday, 6 :40 to 8 :20.
186. Partnerships and Negotiable Instruments.
Nature and formation of partnerships; rights and obliga-
tions of partners; authority to represent firm; dissolution
and termination. Nature of negotiable imtrument; bills of
exchange; promissory notes and checks; elements essential
to negotiability; transfer; liabilities of the parties; present~
ment for payment; protest; notice of dishonor; holders in
due course; discharge. (1942-1943.)
187. BaiIments-Carriers and Sales..
Definitions; rights and obligations of ordinary bailees; ex-
traordinary bailees; bills of lading and warehouse receipts.
Formation of contract of sale; definition and general nature;
rights and duties of the parties; subject matter; the contract's
effect as transferring title; performance of the contract.
Prerequisite: Law 183. First sem..ester course-two credit
hours.
161. General Physiology. (1942-1943.)
162. General Physiology. (1942-1943.)
John I. Malone, S.]., M.S.
James C. Perry, A.M., Ph.D.
101. Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates.
A study of vertebrate homologies. First semester courS8--
four credit hours.
Tuesday, 8:25 to 10:10, lecture-Downtown College;
Wednesday, 6:40 to 10:00, laboratory-Avondale Campus.
Upper Division Courses
112. General and Vertebrate Embryology.
Review of the phenomena of early embryonic development.
Intensive study of amphibian, bird, and mammal embryos.
Organogeny of chick and pig embryos. Second semester
course-four credit hours.
Tuesday, 8:25 to 10:10, lecture-Downtown College;
Wednesday, 6:40 to 10:00, laboratory-Avondale Campus.
Business Law
The Law courses have been designed for men and women in
general business life, for business managers and executives, and for
those preparing for the accounting profession. The purpose of this
training is not, of course, to make lawyers of business men, but to
give them an appreciation of law as an agency of social control in
modern business and an appreciation of certain legal devices, such
as contracts, sales, corporations, negotiable instruments, which busi-
4. General Zoology.
A continuation of Biology 3, with the animals of the chordate
phylum as objects of study. Second semester course-four
credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20, lecture-Downtown College;
Wednesday, 6:40 to 10:00, laboratory-Avondale Campus.
a. General Zoology.
A course in the fundamentals of zoology. Classification,
structure, function, and development of the animals in the
invertebrate phyla. First semester course-four credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20, lecture-Downtown College;
Wednesday, 6:40 to 10:00, laboratory-Avondale Campus.
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Chemistry
The purpose of the courses in Chemistry is both cultural and
professional. The general student is given an appreciatio.n of the
fundamental principles of th~ science; the advan~edstudent IS offe~ed
training in laboratory technique .and a pr~gresslve pro~am cov~nng
the elements of inorganic. organic. analytic. and physical chemistry
to acquaint him with the basic divisions of the science.
188. Property and Bankruptcy.
Property: definitions and distinctions; real and personal
property; acquisition of title; estates in real property;
boundaries and rights in another's lands; acquirement of
title to real estate; deeds of conveyance.
History and purpose of bankruptcy legislation; courts and
officers; who may be a bankrupt; acts of bankruptcy; the
trustee's title; claims against estate; duties and rights of
bankrupt; discharge; general law of debtor and creditor.
Prerequisite: Law 183. Second semester course-two credit
hours.







A cultural course in the science of chemistry; foundations
of the science; development; uses; methods. Two semester
course-four credit hours.
Friday, 8:25 to 10:10.
General Inorganic Chemistry.
A course of experimental lectures and problems combined
with laboratory work. The laboratory work includes a
brief course in qualitative analysis. First semester courB6-
four credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 8:20. lecture-Downtown College;
Thursday, 6:40 to 10:00, laboratory-Avondale Campus.
General Inorganic Chemistry.
A continuation of Chemistry 3. Second semester COUfS6-
four credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 8:20, lecture-Downtown College;






Prerequisites: Chemistry 3 and 4. First semester cour8e--
four credit hours.
Tuesday. 6:40 to 8:20, lecture-Downtown College;
Thursday, 6:40 to 10:00, laboratory-Avondale Campus.
116. Quantitative Analysis.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 115. Second semester course-four
credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20, lecture-Downtown College;
Thursday, 6:40 to 10:00, laboratory-Avondale Campus.
John F. Deupree, Ph.D.
Fred N. Miller, S.]., A.M.
Economics
Economics may be defined as the science which treats the laws
of wealth production and distribution. The courses listed below
should be considered as a fairly comprehensive and systematic treat-
ment of the general subject matter of the science of Economics.
I!1dividual courses are designed .to give, from a scientific standpoint,
eIther a general survey of the f1eld or a more specialized analysis of
some important phase of economic activity.
Emphasis is placed on the laws and principles of Economics as
they relate to the production and distribution of wealth, and to the
problem of exchange value. The aim of the department is to give
the student an introduction to scientific methods, a sound knowledge
o! the fundame~tals of Economics,. and some idea of how the prin-
clples of the SCIence may be appl1ed to business practice and to
questions of social control.
In addition to the genera~ aim of instruction in theory and practice,
the dep~rtment of Economics ~as .the following specific objectives:
t? contnb?te to the cultural objectives and scope of a liberal educa-
tlon; to. grye a general but thorough knowledge and appreciation of
econom1C hfe; to prepare advanced students for professional study in
the field of business adlninistration; to offer an undergraduate basis
for graduate study in economics; to inform the student of Christian
contributions to the solution of economic problems; to integrate the
science of economics with principles of Christian culture and phil-
osophy.
33. Principles of Economics.
An investigation and evaluation of the fundamental theories
of economics as applied in the present day organization and
operation of industry with particular emphasis on evolution
of economics theories; the factors of production; the law of
supply and demand; the determination of pric.e and price
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movements; value and exchange; elementary concepts of
money; and the elenlen ts of foreign exchange. Fir8t semester
course-two credit hours.
Principles of Economics.
While this course is intended to be a continuation of Eco-
nomics 33, the subject matter presented will not necessarily
presuppose mastery of the above. 'rhe fundamental prin-
ciples will be critically analyzer} as applied in the present
economic society. ItenlS covered will be competition,
monopoly and semi-nl0nopoly; public utilities; consumption
and the changing of the standard of living; wages; interest;
profits; rent; corporate organization; elements of invest-
nlents; and organizations of econonlic society. Second
semester course-two credit hours.
34.
Wednesday, 8:25 to 10:10.
Wednesday, 8 :2.5 to 10: 1O.
I-Ioward S. Gordman, A.M.
lIoward S. Gordman, A.M.
133. Principles of Salesmanship.
(Cf. page 61 for course description.)
134. Principles of Salesmanship.
(CL page 61 for course description.)
135. Specialized Salesmanship.
(eL page 61 for course description.)
136. Sales Managenlen t.
(CL page 62 for course description.)
137. Foreign Trade. (Not offered in 1941-1942.)
138. Foreign Trade. (Not offered in 1941-1942.)
Upper Division Courge.~
139. Traffic Management. (1942-1943.)
Current Economic Problems.
The course presen ts the r>roblcrn:.., of e xtellsion of govern-
ment, taxation, the husiness cych', ill ternatiollal business
relations, labor, capital, nlonetar~I,' sta,ndards, unemploy-
ment, housing, a.nd relief. Econolnic fa,ctors in proletariat
and capitalistic dictatorsllips are analyzed. Second semester
course-three credit hours.
101.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Joh n J. Ra th, lVI. B.A.
143. Principles of Advertising.
(Cf. page 36 for course description.)
144. Principles of Advertising.
eCL page 36 for course description.)
145. Advanced Advertising-Copywritin~.






Labor Problems. (Nat offered in 1941-1 942.
Government and Business.
The extension of govern men t in husiness and an analysis
of the relationship betvveen government and bu;,;iness in the
lTnited States. Governlnental control and governmental
enterprise; constitutional, legal, financial, and fiscal prob-
lems; the econolnic, politicaJ, and s(lcial consequences of the
extension of gnvenllnent in 1111sin(':-,s, First t~enumfer cour.'3e-
three credit 1 ()IJrs.
Wednesday, 6:'tO to 9:15. John]. Rath, M.B.A.
Transportation. (1942-1943.)
Economics of Distribution. (1942-1943.)
Problen18 of fJistribution. (1942- I943.)
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146. Advanced Advertising-Copywriting.
(Cf. page .37 for course description.)
170. Money and Banking.
The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student with
the theory of money and credit, banking structure in the
United States, and the functions of banks. First seme8ter
course--three credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Howard S. Gordman, A.M.
172. Corporation Finance.
A study of the fin:.lneial prohlerns of the rnodern corporation
frorn the viewpoints of the investor, the company, and the
public. Second sernester course-three credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Howard S. Gordman, A.M.
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195. Social Reconstruction.
The general problems of rebuilding the social order. The
Catholic social movement. The Papal social program. In-
effective remedies. The state and social reconstruction.
Practical programs of action. Given also as Sociology 150.
Second semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. John P. Noonan, S.J., A.M.
English
Courses in English possess both utilitarian and cultural values for
the student. Those which concentrate upon the correctness and the
effectiveness of his written and oral expression render him an essential
service for modern living. Other courses based upon the literature
he has inherited afford him artistic satisfaction and the wisdom that
experience confers. Both the courses in expression and those in
literature contribute to his ability to impress favorably his business
and his social associates.
The courses offered in expression are Correct English, Rhetoric
and Composition, and Business English. Correct English is recom-
mended for those who wish to review the elementary principles of
speaking and of writing. Rhetoric and Composition, the course
offered in the first year of college, presents the expository, the de-
scriptive, the argumentative, and the narrative forms, and assists
the student intelligently to appreciate them as well as to write in
them. Business English is intended for persons preparing for busi-
ness careers. Such persons should be skilled in the niceties of corre-
spondence, for facility in composing effective letters and reports is
an invaluable asset to the aspiring executive.
Two courses in literature, The Survey of English Literature, are
offered for those who wish to enhance their intellectual and cultural
attainment. This attainment is always a source of satisfaction to
its possessor. It signifies his general competence, and adds to his
personality. This Survey reviews the growth of thought and of art
forms through the centuries. It supplies an excellent background
for understanding life in times other than our own. It places before
students the problems that authors saw fit to write about in other
critical moments. And it increases the students' own experience with
humanity, and endows them with knowledge of the permanent record
of man's philosophical and artistic endeavor. Practically every
American university offers the Survey of English Literature to its
students, and requires it of majors and minors.
The second course in literature will offer the Development of the
Drama in the first semester followed by World Literature in the
second semester. In the first of these, the student views, in the
great plays of the past, a series of vivid pictures, both comic and
tragic, of the men and women of other centuries and other countries.
He thus enriches his knowledge of those qualities which are universal
in mankind and hence as true and applicable today as in the days of
the great Greek, Roman, Medieval, and Renaissance writers whose
works are read. In the reading of World Literature in the second
semester, this picture of humanity in action is enlarged to include
other types of writing, especially that of the epic with its portrayals
of the heroic figures of legend and history. Beginning with the
great epics of Homer, outstanding works of Greek, Latin, French,
Italian and other writers are read in translation.
1. Correct English.
This course is designed for the needs of busy, practical
people who wish to master the essentials necessary for a
thorough command of English. It embraces principles of
grammar and syntax; the correction of common errors of
spelling, punctuation, idioms, pronunciation; sentence struc-
ture; vocabulary. First semester course-two credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 8:20. James P. Glenn, A.B.
Thursday, 6:40 to 8:20.
2. Correct English.
A continuation of English 1. It is rhetorical rather than gram-
matical and includes a study of the paragraph, exactness
and variety of expression, diction, phraseology, and theme
building. This course enables the student to express him-
self clearly and completely. Second semester course-two
credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 8:20. James P. Glenn, A.B.
Thursday, 6:40 to 8:20.
3. Rhetoric and Composition.
This fundamental course is designed to equip the student
to read intelligently, to think clearly, to converse interest-
ingly, and to write effectively. After a short review of the
mechanics of composition, students are taught the prin.
ciples of exposition, description and argumentation. Read-
ings will be selected from American literature, and Emerson
will receive particular attention. First semester courS6-
three credit hours.
Monday, 6 :40 to 9:15. Louis A. Feldhaus, A.M.
4. Rhetoric and Composition.
A continuation of English 3. The content of this course will
be narration, diction, the use of the library, correctness of
idioms, and the preparation of manuscript. Readings, taken
from American literature, will emphasize Whitman and the
American short story. Second semester course-three credit
hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Louis A. Feldhaus, A.M.
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Survey of English Literature Since 1750.
A continuation of English 142. Writers to be read include
the forerunners of the Romantic Movement, and Words-
worth, Coleridge, Keats, Byron, Shelley, Tennyson, Brown-
ing, Arnold, Ruskin, Newman, Carlyle, Meredith, and
Hardy. The trend of world thought during the late
eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries will be shown.
Second semester course-three credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Charles F. Wheeler, Ph.D.
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Development of the Drama.
Against a background of the history of the development of
drama from the Greeks to the nineteenth century, this
course features the reading of the outstanding tragic and
comic plays of the past, including Sophocles, Plautus, the
Medieval Religious Drama, Racine, Moliere, Marlowe,
Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Goldsmith, and Sheridan.
First semester course-three credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Louis A. Feldhaus, A.M.
The Modern Drama. (1943-1944.)
The Short Story. (1943-1944.)
VVorId Literature.
The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student with
the great literature of the past in translation. Outstanding
works of the various types from the literature of Greece,
Rome, Italy, France, Germany, Spain, and Russia are read
and analyzed. Second semester course-three credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Louis A. Feldhaus, A.1v1.
Survey of English Literature to 1750.
The survey is intended to acquaint students with the evolu-
tion of prose and poetry, with important movements in
world thought, with representative writers, and with a
basis for literary appreciation. Writers include Chaucer,
Marlowe, Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton, Dryden, Pope,
Addison, Steele, Swift, Johnson, and some others. Lectures
will cover the historical backgrounds-the times of Beowulf
and of Chaucer, the Renaissance, the reign of Elizabeth and
of James I, the Puritan regime, the Restoration, and neo-
classicism. Types and forms of literature will be explained
as part of the study of individual selections. First semester
course-three credit hours.
5. News Writing.
(Cl. page 50 for course description.)
6. Newspaper Reporting.
eef. page 50 for course description.)
21. Business English.
The aim of this course is to give the student the correct
viewpoint necessary to the effective use of English for busi-
ness purposes. Practice in effective writing is provided
through the preparation of business communications,
reports, bulletins, and company magazine articles. Emphasis
is placed on interest, vigor, clearness, accuracy and concise-
ness in writing. Part of the class-time is devoted to vocabu-
lary building and study of words. First semester course-two
credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Charles F. Wheeler, Ph.D.
22. Business English.
Training in the composition of effective business letters.
Present-day models of business letters sent out by repre-
sentative firms in many lines of business are studied care-
fully. The psychology of a great variety of business letters
and communications is analyzed and principles derived from
this analysis are applied in actual practice. The writing
assignment includes advertising and sales letters, service
letters, adjustment letters, and collection letters. Students
whose interest in letter-writing is specialized can arrange
with the instructor to concentrate their writing in the field
of their interest. Second semester course-two credit hours.
This course is also given as a two-semester course.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Charles F. Wheeler, Ph.D.
22a. Business Writing.
Course content same as English 22. Two-semester course-
two credit hours.
Wednesday, 9:20 to 10:10. Louis A. Feldhaus, A.M.
Upper Division Courses
103. Editorial Writing.
(Cf. page 50 for course description.)
106. Feature Articles.








Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Charles F. Wheeler, Ph.D.
The History department has a three-fold purpose: informational,
assisting students to obtain an accurate knowledge of past events
by a familiar use of the best secondary and primary sources; disci...
plinary, developing intellectual perspicacity in an untiring quest for
truth and critical acumen in evaluating evidence; culturaljt promot..
ing an objective but sympathetic attitude toward personages and
problems of various times, improvement of both taste and historical
imagination.
In the courses in Political Science the student will secure an
appreciation of the operations of public administration and party
policies.
2. Modern Europe, 1830..1939.
The purpose of this course is to provide a background not
only for work in history, but also in literature, philosophy,
and the sciences. It is a comprehensive survey of the
political, social, and economic history of Europe from the
early nineteenth century. Two semester course-four credit
hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 8:20. Jal11es E. O'Connell, A.B., LL.M.
6. American History Since 1865.
Discusses the personages and the movements which have
contributed to a unified national life and the expansion of
the United States as a world power. Two gemeater course--
two credit hours.




175. Modern Prose. (1943-1944.)
176. Modern Poetry. (1943-1944.)
181. Survey of American Literature to 1865. (1942-1943.)
182. Survey of American Literature Since 1865. (1942-1943.)
194. Tutorial Course.
A coutse of directed reading and undergraduate research for
the writing of term-papers and other major assignments.
Credit to be arranged.
199. Senior Tutorial Course.
A course of directed reading and undergraduate research
required of all majors in their senior year. Two credit hours.
7. American Government. (1942-1943.)
H.aYll10nd J. Gray, S.]., Ph.D.Wednesday, 6 :40 to 8 :20.
English History Since 1603.
A continuation of IIistory 121 with emphasis upon the
struggle for constitutional goverl11nent and the rise and
effects of the Industrial Revolution. Second semester COUTse-
two credi t hours.
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Latin America. (1942-1943.)
History of Spain. (1942-1943.)
English History to 1603.
An explanation of the complex factors of English history
from the earliest times to the death of Elizabeth with special
reference to political events and social conditions. First
semester course-two credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Raymond J. Gray, S.}., Ph.D.
Late Middle Ages, 1300-1500. (1943-1944.)
Early Middle Ages, 300-1300. (1943-1944.)
Political Parties.
The development of political parties in the United States.
Importance and operations of this extra-constitutional
element in American government. State parties and prac·
tical policies in local governnlent. Second semester COUfse-
two credit hours.










A general survey of American governmental principles, and
a study of the Federal Constitution and the organization
and functions of the national government. The principles
of state government; the relations of state and federal
government. First semester course-tvlo credit hours.
Thursday, 6 :40 to 8 :20. James E. O'Connell, A.B., LL.M.
8. American Government. (1942-1943.)
'U'Jl.JL ... Jl'Cl.... IUIoJL ScienceHistory
191. Current History.
The object of this course is to take up events of current
interest and apply to them the methods of historical evidence
and research. First se1nester course-three credit hours.
Monday> 6:40 to 9:15. John P. Noonan, S.J., A.M.
192. Current History.
A continuation of History 191 with the same aims and
methods. Second semester course-three credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. John P. Noonan> S.J., A.M.
Journalism
106. Feature Articles.
A study of newspaper and magazine special feature articles,
types, sources, titles and illustrations. Each student required
to produce special feature articles. Prerequisite: Journalism
5 and 6. Second semester course-two credit hours.
Thursday, 6:40 to 8:20. Robert L. Otto, A.B.
LATIN
6. Vergil.
Books I and II of the Aeneid are studied for metrical read-
ing, translation, and some literary characteristics. First
semester course-two credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Robert E. Manning, S.J., A.M.
The courses in Journalism are of interest to three groups of
students: first, to those who desire the basic training for practical
work on the editorial staff of a newspaper or periodical; second, to
those who wish to do free-lance writing or publicity; third, to those
who wish to enter the field of advertising.
In order to profit fully from the courses in Journalism, it is
suggested that these be supplemented by background courses in
history, English, and economics.
11. Livy.
Libre ab Urbe Condita xxi-xxii. Ideals and traits of character
manifested by the Roman people during the growth of the
Republic, set forth by the most important writer of Augustan
prose. Second semester course-two credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Robert E. Manning, S.J., A.M.
103. Editorial Writing.
The function of the editorial, its place in the newspaper, the
editorial writer's responsibility to society and his opportunity
for constructive service; the editorial page and its make-up.
Prerequisite: Journalism 5 and 6. First semester cour88-
two credit hours.





A consideration of news, news sources, news values, and the
methods of writing the various types of uews stories. Lec-
tures and practical work. First semester course-two credit
hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Robert L. Otto, A.B.
Newspaper Reporting.
Methods employed by reporters in getting and reporting
news. Prerequisite: Journalism 5. Second semester courS6-
two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Robert L. Otto, A.B.
Upper Division Course8
13, 14. Latin Composition.
Exercises in Latin writing, with emphasis upon morphology
and syntax, as an aid to the accurate interpretation of Latin
authors. Two-semester course-two credit hours.
Wednesday, 8:25 to 9:15. Robert E. Manning, S.]., A.M.
23. Horace.
Sermone8, Epistulae, Epodi, Carmina. A general introduc-
tion to the works of the poet. Life as it was regarded by a
Roman gentleman in the early Empire, discussed in verse
of exquisitely polished urbane ease. First semester course-
three credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Laurence E. Henderson, S.J., A.M.
112. Tacitus.
Opera minora. The story of curtailment of human liberty
during the despotic first century under the Caesars in
narrative of trenchant incisiveness by the last great historian
of classical antiquity. Second semester course-three credit
hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Laurence E. Henderson, S.J., A.M.
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Mathematics
The courses in Mathematics are intended to aid in the develop.
ment of exact and rigorous methods of thought; to give the student
the mathematical background and preparation necessary in every
field of science and business.
1. Mathematics of Finance.
Algebraic operations. Logarithms. The principles of interest
and discount with applications to annuities, amortization
and sinking funds, capitalization, depreciation, valuation of
bonds, life insurance, and allied topics. First 8emester
course-three credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Joseph F. Link, Ph.B., M.Ed.
2. Mathematics of Finance.
A continuation of Mathematics 1. Second semester courlt-
three credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Joseph F. Link, Ph.D., M.Ed.
3. Trigonometry.
Definitions of the trigonometric functions, their mutual
relations; solution of right and oblique triangles; logarithms;
trigonometric equations and identities; inverse functions'
graphs of the functions; applications. First semester cour8~
-three credit hours.
Thursday, 6:40 to 9:15. Thomas C. Biecker, S.]., A.M.
4. College Algebra.
Review of fundamental operations and principles; quad.
ratic equations; systems of quadratics; variation; progre&-
sions, logarithms; permutations and combinations; proba-
bility; determinants; complex numbers; theory of equatioI1l;
partial fractions. Second semester course-three credit hours.
Thursday, 6:40 to 9:15. Thomas C. Biecker, S.]., A.M.
Modern Languages
T~e courses in this department are in the French, German, and
Spantsh languages. The nature of the courses and their content are
such as to secure the following sequence of objectives:
1. A mastery of grammar and syntax, and an acquaintance with
the elements o~ styl~ a~ an iJ?media~e preparation for the study of
ll~erature. ThIS obJ~c~lve will also Include an ability to converse
WIth correct pronunCIatIOn and natural inflexion.
2. A knowledge and appreciation of the literature of the language.
3. A~ acquaintance with the history and culture of the people
from whIch the language comes.
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Twelve credit hours of lower division work or the equivalent will be
required as a prerequisite to upper division courses. Students who
take upper division courses in the department of Modern Langauges




The primary object is to train students to understand
French. written and spoken. Readings; grammarj study of
the regular and common irregular verbs. Instruction is
partly in French. Dictation and some memorization. First
semester course-three credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Franz Trefzger, A.M.
1. Elementary French.
A continuation of French I. More emphasis is laid upon
composition work. Further practice in pronunciation and
continued study of more difficult irregular verbs and idioms;
readings; conversation. Second semester course-three credit
hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Franz Trefzger, A.M.
31. Intermediate French: Syntax and Composition.
Emphasis on fluency and accuracy both in comprehension
and in reproduction. Continued stress on pronunciation;
grammar; and the understanding of the spoken French;
readings; letter writing; conversation. Prerequisite: French
1 and 2. Fir8t semester course-three credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Franz Trefzger, A.M.
a2. Intermediate French: Syntax and Composition.
A continuation of French 31. A composition course. Ad-
vanced grammar; reading at sight of fairly difficult French;
writing of short essays; translations from English into
French; conversation. Prerequisite: French 31. Second
.tlnester cour8e-three credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Franz Trefzger, A.M
Upper Division Courses
121. Modern French Prose. (1942-1943.)
124. The Short Story. (1942-1943.)
141. Poetry of the Nineteenth Century. (1943-1944.)
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152. The French Drama~ (1943-1944.)
152. The German Drama. (1943-1944.)
161. French Literature. (1944-1945.)
161. Gerlnan Literature. ( 1944-1945.)
162. French Literature.. (1944-1945.)
162~ German Literature. (1944-1945.)
GERl\fAN
1. Elementary German.
The primary object is to train students to understand
German, written and spoken. Grammar, pronunciation,
colloquial exercises, easy themes, translation from prose
selections. Instruction is partly in German. First semester
course-three credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. John H. Grollig, S.J., A.M.
2. Elementary German.
A continuation of German 1. Weak and strong verbs; the
use of the modal auxiliaries; the chief rules of syntax and
word-order; selections in prose and verse; dictation based
upon the readings; frequent short themes; conversation.
Second semester course-three credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. John H. Grollig, 5.]., A.M.
31. Interm,ediate German: Syntax and Composition.
Rapid review of grammar; dictation; prose composition.
Prerequisite: German 1 and 2. First semester course-three
credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. John H. Grollig, S.]., A.M.
32. Intermediate German: Syntax and Composition.
A continuation of German 31. The more difficult points of
syntax; special problems of grammar. Reading of selected
texts. Dictation and themes based upon the reading. Pre-
requisite: German 31. Second semester course-three credit
bourse
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. John H. Grollig, S.J., A.M.
Upper Division Courses
111. Modern German Literature. (1942-1943.)
112. Modern Gerluan Literature.. (1942-1943.)




A careful drill in the pronunciation and the grammar of the
Spanish language, with written exercises, reading, dictation,
and conversation in Spanish. First semester course-three
credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Daniel D. McGarry, A.M., Ph.D.
2. Elementary Spanish.
A continuation of Spanish 1. Second semester course-three
credit hours.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Daniel .D. McGarry, A.M., Ph.D.
31. Intermediate Spanish.
A review of Spanish gratnmar, composition in Spanish, and
the reading of texts, conversa tion in Spanish based on the
texts read. Prerequisi te: Spanish 1 and 2. First se1nester
course-three credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Oscar Romaguero, A.B.
32. Intermediate Spanish.
A continuation of Spanish 31. Prerequisite: Spanish 31.
Second semester course-three credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 9:15. Oscar Romaguero, A.B.
Upper Division Courses
121. The Early Spanish Novel. (1942-1943.)
123. l"he Spanish Novel of the Nineteenth Century. (1942-
1943.)
124. The Spanish Novel of the Twentieth Century. (1 943-
1944.)
141. Early Spanish Poetry. (1943-1944.)
142. Eighteenth Century Poetry. (1944-1945.)




Any declaration of the general aim of the department of Phil-
osophy would be to define philosophy itself. The student, however,
may assure himself that a well-advised selection of courses and
serious study will result in a recognition of the unity of knowledge
and a helpful alignment of fields of study; acquaintance with the
organization of mental life together with development and control
of its various processes; a power of such constructive criticism as is
reasonable, unbiased, and tolerant; a stimulation of talent for specu-
lative and practical thought; illumination of the rational foundations
of religion; and enlarged appreciation of the dignity of human nature;
a philosophy of life which conforms to the best traditions of Christian
civilization.
34. Logic-Principles of Thought.
The science of clearness, correctness, and order in the
fundamental operations of the intellect. Emphasis will be
given to inductive reasoning and the informal reasoning of
everyday life and literature. Two semester course-four
credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 8:20. John H. Grollig, S.]., A.M.
Upper Division Courses
100. Metaphysics of Reality.
An analytic study of the ultimate principles of being,
together with the theories of act and potency, good and
evil, substance and accident, space, time, and causation.
(Not offered in 1941-1942.)
106. Metaphysics of Infinite Being.
An inductive inquiry into the question of Infinite Reality
and culminating in the philosophy of Infinite Being. A
purely rational study of the nature and properties of Infinite
Being. (Not offered in 1941-1942.)
111. Philosophy of Man.
This course is a philosophical and scientific study of the
human mind. The method employed is both empirical and
rational. Its primary aim is to open the way to a scientific
and philosophical study of the human mind, rating as of para-
mount importance the nature, origin and destiny of the
human soul; the secondary aim of this course is to acquaint
the student with the doctrines of adversaries of Scholastic
Psychology and to guide him in the discovery of fundamental
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errors, gratuitous assumptions and illogical inferences in
such doctrines and theories. Second semester course-three
credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 9:15. Murtha]. Boylan. S.]., Ph.D.
111. Philosophy of Knowledge.
The problems of truth, certitude, and error. The objective
criteria and principles of knowledge. A critical evaluation
of scepticism, idealism, ultra-realism, and associated theories
of knowledge. (Not offered in 1941-1942.)
131. Principles of Ethics.
A logical construction of the primary and secondary norms of
human conduct on the basis of the philosophy of man and
the metaphysics of Infinite Being. First semester course-
three credit hours.
Thursday, 6:40 to 9:15. John P. Noonan, S.]., A.M.
132. Individual and Social Ethics.
A philosophical exposition of the rights and duties of the
individual on the basis of ethical norms. Origin and theories
of society. The social, economic, and political relationships
of the individual. Second semester course--three credit
hours.
Thursday, 6:40 to 9:15. John P. Noonan, S.]., A.M.
Psychology
To supply an essential requirement in the cultur?l development
of the trained man; to provide a fair acquaintance with concepts
necessarily employed in the social sciences; to give point and direction
to the efforts of the learner along the line of self-management: these
are the aims of the group of courses in this department.
The study of human nature is not the least important element
in the mental acquisitions of a cultured man, not only because of the
intrinsic worth of such discipline, but also because of its many a.nd
unavoidable applications in the fields of ethics, social endeavor, and
everyday practical life. The balance of personality and judgment
possessed by the truly cultivated man is derived in large measure from
the self-knowledge which is made possible by a fair understandin"
of human nature. That this study should regularly include the
course in the Philosophy of Man (Philosophy Ill) is the conviction
shared by the best neo-scholastic tradition.
31. General Psychology.
Explains immanent action, establishes essential superiority
of living over non-living beings, essential differences of





A philosophical and historical foundation for the truths of
Christianity. Proofs of the existence of God, the spirituality
and immortality of the human soul, the insufficiency of
natural religion, the probability and signs of revelation, and
the historical value of the Gospels. First semester courS6-
two credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 8:20. John L Malone, S.]., A.M., M.S.
The Church.
The divine authority of the Church of Christ proved by
argunlents drawn from history and reason. The claims of
Christ to divinity, the establishment of His Church, its
divine authority, its characteristics and identification, the
government of the Church, papal primacy and infallibility.
Second semester course-two credit hours.
Wednesday, 6:40 to 8:20. John 1. Malone, S.J., A.M., M.S.
Religion and Christian Culture
To attempt to educate the youth of our land intellectually only,
without any regard for his ~oral and .re1igiou~ training,. is to neglect
the most essential part of hIS educatton. WIthOut sohd moral and
religious training no person can live an acceptable life, either as an
individual or as a member of society. Appalled by the nation-wide
lawlessness and disrespect for authority, civic leaders and educators
are finally convinced that the present system of public education is
a failure because it excludes religious training from the school cur-
riculum.
It should be noted that the problem of morality affects the non·
Catholic as well as the Catholic. Consequently, every person should
be able to prove not only the existence of God but also the existence
of a moral law which binds him to do what is right and avoid what is
wrong.
Moreover, every alert individual should know the answers to such
questions as: Is one religion as good as another? Is Christian revela-
tion in conflict with science or human reason? Does man need and
does he receive help from God? What is the rational and Christian
solution to the present day .problems .of war, eutha1?-a~ia, ster~lization,
sex social justice? What ts the rational and ChrIstian attitude to-
wa;d marriage, divorce, birth-control?
Convincing and satisfyin~ answers to th~se and kindred .que~tions
will be given and discussed tn the courses ltsted below. Fatr-mlnded
seekers-for-truth, Catholic and non-Catholic, will find herein sound
doctrinal reasoning with practical application for an improved moral,
social, and economic structure.
155. Readings in Experimental Psychology.
A survey course, lectures embodying the experimental
approach to the principal features of Empirical Psychology.
Methods and results are here studied more thoroughly.
The work of the experts is traced in the sphere of sensation,
perception, imagination, memory, association, emotion.
Second semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Murtha J. Boylan, S.]., Ph.D.
152. Modern Psychological Problems. (1945-1946.)
substantial principle, absence of sentient life in plants (with
explanation of cerebro-spinal nervous system and pheno...
mena of sense life), absence of rational life in brute animals
(with explanation of proper discrimination between instinc-
tive and intellectual action), and proves need of causal
influence of God for origin of life and of various natural
species. First semester course-three credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 9:15. Murtha J. Boylan, S.J., Ph.D.
145. Social Psychology.
This course emphasizes the psychology of the human
individual among his fellowmen; the reactions of the human
mind in the matter of language, contacts, behavior, motiva-
tion, attitudes; the roots of action in the present day sociali-
zation of communities and nations and of high-powered
warfare; the examination of true and false theories. First
semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Murtha J. Boylan, S.]., Ph.D.
151. Modern Psychological Problems. (1945-1946.)
Upper Division Courses
121. Adolescent Psychology. (1942-1943.)
131. Applied Psychology. (1944-1945.)
132. Applied Psychology. (1944-1945.)
134. Mental Hygiene. (1943-1944.)
141. Abnormal Psychology. (1943-1944.)
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150. Rebuilding the Social Order.
An analysis and discussion of the papal encyclicals on the
condition of the working classes and the reconstruction of
the social order. Given as Sociology 150, and Economics
195. Second se1nester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8 :20. John P. Noonan, S.}., A.I\1.
Mental Hygiene. (1943-1944.)
Christian Morality.
The several foundations of nloral obliga~ion. The distinctive
features of the Christia.n nloral code and practice. The role
of charity. Christian culture and observances. Familial,
civic, and ecclesiastical interests and functions in education.
Given as Sociology 11 i. First semester courses-two credit
hours.
The Family.
A study of the history, development, social needs, and
normal standards of family life. The problems of divorce
and birth control in relation to fan1i1y stability. The family,
the state, and the church. Given as Sociology 126. Second
semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8 :20. Oscar J. I.,a Plante, S.J., A.M.
Salesmanship
133. Principles of Salesmanship.
The nature, scope and development of selling with an
analysis of principles and technique; the psychology of
approach and presentation; the relation of the product to
the Inarket. First S61nester course-two credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 8 :20. Joseph F. Link, Ph.B., M.Ed.
134. Principles of Saleslnanship.
A continuation of Salesmanship 133. Comprises actual
classroom demonstrations to determine various sales appeals;
to show the proper development of the sales presentation;
the strategy of closing a sale; good will cultivation. Second
8eme8tercourse-two credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 8:20. Joseph F. TAnk, Ph.B., M.Ed.
135. Specialized Salesmanship.
An analysis of advanced problems in selling, with relation
to the type of buying motives and classes of buyers; detailed
study of selling organizations and of merchandising and
sales campaigns. First semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Joseph A. McDonough~ A.B.
Salesmanshil? is. one of the ~o~t vital and essential activities of
modeT~ economic hfe, ?ecause It hnks yolume production with con-
Sut.J1ption and, by so ~olngJ perfor~san Important economic function.
WIthout salesmanshIp, commercIal and industrial enterprise would
~ome to a dead stop. No matter. what the product, article, plan or
Idea. may be, unless people. a~e Imbued with the conviction of its
ment, value or use.fulnes~, It IS 'worthless and its production futile.
The p~ocess by whIch thIS ne,cessary conviction is obtained is sales-
manshIp.
Sales~an.s~ip is. n~t a mer~ matter of personality. It is based on
soun~ sC.lentlfl~ pnnclple~ which may be analyzed and taught, thus
m~kl~g It .posslble to tra.tn and develop successful salesmen. These
prtnclples .Include a workl1?-g knowledge o! a wide variety of subjects,
~he most l~1?0rtant of WhICh are economICS (marketing, merchandis-
~ng, advertiSIng) and psycho~ogy. In the courses offered, much time
IS devoted to these two subjects. Special attention is given to seIf-
analysis and to the study of the impulses that motivate all human
conduct. Practical demonstrations in sales psychology will be given
throughout the courses.
. The. basic principles of salesmanship are applicable to a much
WIder fI~ld than .busIness and commercial dealings. These principles
operate 1~ prac~lcally ev~ry. relationship of life where one person is
e~deavorlng t~ Impr~ss hl~ Ideas on another. The courses therefore
WIll prove profltable In socIal contacts as well as in business contacts.
Frank M. Wilson, S.}., A.M.Friday, 8:25 to 10:10.
l\larriage.
A study of the nature and the social and religious function
of the institution of marriage. Effects of social forces. The
form of Inarriage. Preparation for tuarriage, marriage
legislation, causes of success and failure. Necessity of
stability and of monogamy. Given as Sociology 125. First
semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Oscar J. La Plante, S.}., A.M.
Socio-l\·foral Problems.
Medical and eugenic problelIls involving hurnan life and
bodily health and integrity. ~rhe ethics of war. Social
aspects of ownership and use of property. Social function
of faculties of sex and speech. Also given a.s Sociology 118.
Second semester course-two credit hours.









Responsibility of sales management to business and to
society; paying, selecting, and training salesmen; assigning
territory; sales plans, strategy, quotas, budgets, and costs;
sales wastes and inefficiencies; coordination of sales effort
with other departments. Second semester course-two credit
hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8 :20. Joseph A. JVlcDonougb, A.B.
Secretarial Practice
The Secretarial Practice course is designed to prepare students
who wish to reach positions of responsibility through secretarial
openings. Necessarily, stress is laid on work which will develop skill
in Introductory Accounting, Shorthand, Typewriting, and Business
English. Well-grounded in this foundational work, the student is
better prepared for such fields as Accounting, Economics, and Busi-
ness Law. Thus trained, he may view business activity as an inte-
grated whole, and see the significance of his own work. Only through
such a basic understanding can the secretarial worker be prepared
for the opportunities for advancement that his position is likely to
offer him. Further, a Iiberal allowance of cultural courses is sug-
gested, in order that the student may attain the necessary background
for a pleasing and interesting personality. The secretarial worker's
constant association with major executives makes the development
of an intellectual background highly desirable.
A-B. Shorthand.
A beginning course designed for students who wish to prepare
themselves for secretarial work. The principles of Gregg
shorthand theory are studied and applied in reading and
writing practice.
Monday and Thursday, 6:40 to 9:15.
Typewriting.
Instructions in the use of the typewriter and exercises for
accuracy and speed. Practice in the writing and arrange-
ment of simple business letters and manuscript copy.
Monday and Thursday, 6:40 to 9:15.
D. Advanced Dictation.
Dictation and transcription of practical and difficult letters,
editorials, lectures, and technical matter. Typewriting speed
tests included.
Monday, 6:40 to 9:15. Florence C. Albers, A.M., M.e.S.
21. Business English.
The aim of this course is to give the student the correct
viewpoint necessary to the effective use of English for busi-
ness purposes. Practice in effective writing is provided
through the preparation of business communications,
reports, bulletins and company magazine articles. Emphasis
is placed on interest, vigor, clearness, accuracy and concise-
ness in writing. Part of the class-time is devoted to vocabu-
lary building and study of words. First semester course--two
credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. Charles F. Wheeler, Ph.D.
22. Business English.
Training in the composition of effective business letters.
Present-day models of business letters sent out by repre-
sentative firms in many lines of business are studied care-
fully. ;fhe psychology of a great variety of business letters
and communications is analyzed and principles derived from
this analysis are applied in actual practice. The writing
assignment includes advertising and sales letters, service
letters, adjustment letters and collection letters. Students
whose interest in letter-writing is specialized can arrange
with the instructor to concentrate their writing in the field
of their interest. Second semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8 :20. Charles F. Wheeler, Ph.D.
51, 52. Introductory Accounting.
(Cf. page 32 for course description.)
Sociology
c. Dictation.
A review of the principles of shorthand. Dictation and
speed practice. The aim of the course is the development
of facility in taking dictation and transcribing shorthand
notes. Typewriting speed tests included.
Thursday, 6:40 to 9:15.
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The courses in the department of Sociology are planned to meet
the need of intelligent interest in the social structure; to acquaint
the student with the problems of the social order; to correlate in the
student's mind the purposes and work of social agencies; to test pro-
posed programs of reform and reconstruction in the light of science,
philosophy, and religion; to prepare advanced students for graduate
and professional study in the fields of sociology and social work.
Sociology 31 and Economics 33 and 34 are introductory to upper
division courses. Advanced students should lay their field of con-
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Oscar ]. La Plante, S.]., A.M.'Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20.
Socio-Moral Problems.
Medical and eugenic problems involving human life and
bodily health and integrity. The ethics of war. Social
aspects of ownership and use of property. Social function
of faculties of sex and speech. Given as Sociology 118.
Second semester course-two credit hours.
Friday, 8:25 to 10:10. Frank ]\1. Wilson, S.J., A.l\1.
lVlarriage..
,A. study of the nature and the social and religious function
of the institution of Dlarriage. Effects of social forces. 1"he
form of marriage. Preparation for marriage, marriage
legislation, causes of success and failure. Necessity of







A study of the history. develapment, social needs, and
normal standards of family life. The problems of divorce
and birth control in relation to family stability. The family,
the state, and the Church. Second seme8ter course-two
credit hours.
Tuesday, 6 :40 to 8 :20. Oscar J. La Plante, S.]., A.M.
Individual and Social Ethics.
The application of the general principles of ethics to par-
ticular. individual and social rights and obligations; the
right to life, honor, property; the rights and obligations of
domestic society, maniage and divorce; civil society, its
nature and forms; the rights of civil authority; Church and
State; the ethics of international relations, peace and war.
Given as Philosophy 132. Second semester course-three
credit hours.
1"hursday, 6:40 to 9:15. John P. Noonan, S.]., A.M.
150. RebUilding the Social Order.
Genesis and evolution of Christian social theory. Economic
institutions; property, ownership, wage-contracts, labor-
unions, occupational groups as set forth in papal pronounce-
ments. Socia-economic theory of wages. Hierarchy of social
institution in the framework of a Christian Society. Cor-
poratism. Role of religion and morality in social recon-
struction. Second semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6:40 to 8:20. John P. Noonan, S.]., A.M.
36. Social IIyg,iene--Communi ty.
This course treats of the fundamental principles of sanitary
science and disease prevention and their application to
water supply, milk and general food supply, disposal of
waste, refuse and sewage, air supply, the problems of bouse,
tenement and industrial sanitation, and the spread and
control of infectious diseases. Attention will be given to
the social and economic aspects of health problems, includ-
ing the use of vital and sanitary statistics. Second semester
course-two credit hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 8:20. Frank K. Harder, A.B., M.D.
Upper Div'ision Course-s
101. Labor Problems. (Not offered in 1941-1942.)
35. Social Hygiene-Personal.
This course includes a brief study of the anatomy; nervous
and muscular systems; circulation; respiration; digestion;
classification of diseases and their preventive factors-
tuberculosis, cancer, diabetes, heart disease, social diseases,
dietary deficiency diseases. First semester course-two credit
hours.
Friday, 6:40 to 8:20. Frank K. Harder, A.B., M.D.
117. Christian Morality.
The several foundations of Illoral obligatiotl. 1"'he distinctive
features of the Christian moral code and practice. The role
of charity. Christian cult and observances. Familial, civic,
and ecclesiastical interests and functions in education. First
semest-er course-two credit hours.
Friciay, 8 :25 to 10: 10. Frank rvI. \Vilson, S.]., A.M,"
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31. Introduction to Sociology ..
Foundational postulates of a science of society. Evolution
of social theory. Psychological, ecological, and cultural
approaches to a study of man and social institutions.
Problems of race and population. Sociological features and
functions of the family. Sociology of the state. First
semester course-two credit hours.
Tuesday, 6 :40 to 8 :20. John P. Noonan, S.}., A.Nt
eentration in the departments ?f philosophy, psychology, ec~nomics.
and sociology under the direction of the departnlent of SocIology.
2.
Speech
The courses offered in this department have been planned to meet
the needs of alert men and women who realize the advantages of
flue~cy and persuasiveness in private conv~rsation and before group
audIences, la~ge or s~a~l.. The problems Involved in oral develop-
ment are vaned an~ mdlvldual, and the courses aim at their solution
through a l?ro/?resslve. tr~atment of each.. The courses in Speech
hav~ as theIr fmal obJe.ctlve a pers~nal tr:;ln!ng of business or pro-
fesslo~al p~ople who wIsh to orga~llze theIr .Ideas logically, to con-
verse mtelhgently, and to speak wIth force, Interest and conviction.
1. Principles of Speech.
The first consideration of this course is to develop a capacity
for normal thinking while addressing an individual or a
group. "Stage-fright," which impedes proper coordination
of thought and its utterance, is overcome by sympathetic,
constructive criticism of indi vidual deficiencies. Much
attention is given to the fundamental problems of diction
choice of subject, posture and the correction of mannerisms:
A foundation is laid for direct, unaffected speech without
interference with desirable qualities of personal style. The
student is afforded frequent opportunities of appearing before
the class in extempore and carefully prepared addresses.
First semester course-two credit hours.
Wednesday, 8:25 to 10:10. James P. Glenn, A.B.
Principles of Speech.
A continuation of Speech 1. Considerable time is given to
the composition of speeches, to the coherent organization
of material and to various methods of developing an idea.
When necessary, suggestions are offered for improvement in
style, voice modulation, enunciation, and relevant points.
Students continue the practice of frequent appearance
before the class. The primary purpose of this course is to
strengthen in the individual his knowledge of the funda-
mental principles of o'ral expression and composition and to
prepare him for advanced work if he chooses to continue in
this field. Second semester course-two credit hours.
Wednesday, 8:25 to 10:10. James P. Glenn, A.B.
delivery of announcements, informal public addresses, after-
dinner talks, sales talks, etc. A list of selected subjects is
provided for reference each week. Students are invited to
present talks in the fields of their special interests. First
semester course-two credit hours.
Thursday, 8:25 to 10:10. James P. Glenn, A.B.
Advanced Effective Speech.
A continuation of Speech 3. A study is made of audience
reaction and the psychology of the longer speech. The
student is taught to communicate his ideas with force and
conviction, and to recognize, stimulate and sustain favorable
response. Attention is directed to personality in the speech
and to the development of individual style. Model speeches
of special character are reviewed for their illustrative value.
Students doing extra-curricular work in speech will receive
special training. Second semester course-two credit hours.
Thursday, 8:25 to 10:10. James P. Glenn, A.B.
No course in any department will
be given unless a sufficient number
of students apply.
3. Advanced Effective Speech.
Advanced work for those who have taken Speech 1 and 2,
or their equivalents. Constructive criticism of individual
speeches is offered throughout this course. Students receive
careful direction in short speech composition. They are
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Bunker, Anne South Ft. Mitchell, Ky.
Burdette, Beth Newport, Ky.
Burke, Richard D Norwood
Busch, Dorothy Cincinnati
Busken, Catherine Cincinnati
Busse, John Covington, Ky.
Busse, Paul B Covington, Ky.
Buten, Elsie Fort Thomas, Ky.
Butz, Ruth Mary St. Bernard
Cacho, Jacinto C Cincinnati
Cahill, Kathryn Cincinnati
Calvin, John J Cincinnati
Campbell, Mary Ellen Southgate, Ky.
Canfield, John W Erlanger, Ky.
Cappel, F. Edward Cincinuati
Carr, Helen A Covington, Ky.
Carroll, John J Covington, Ky.
Carroll, Paul Cincinnati
Cattani, Alvin J Cincinnati
Clark, Mary. . . . . . Norwood
Clarkson, Jennie Cincinnati
Clayton, Winifred Ludlow, Ky.
Cleary, Frank W Cincinnati
Clemans, Mary Jule Dayton, Ky.
Cobb, S. Elaine Bellevue, Ky.
Collett, Catherine Park Hills, Ky.
Collett, Rosella Park Hills, Ky.
Collins, Cecelia Cincinnati
Collins, Cyril L, Cincinnati
Collins, Margaret B 1vIaysvi!1e, Ky.
Collins, Margaret R , Cincinnati
Connaughton, John B Hamilton
Connelley, E. J Cincinnati




Corcoran, Loretta •............ Cincinnati
Costello, Edward J Ciudnnati
Coyle, Dorothy Ciucil1nati
Creelman, Edmund W. _ Cincinnati
Cregan, Joseph J., Jr Cincinnati
Creighton, Ruth Covington, Ky.
Crosby, AmbroseW Cincinnati
Crowe, Katherine Covington, Ky.
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Crowley, Jeannette ' Ludlow, Ky.
Cunningham, Alma Cincinnati
Czaika, Virginia Silverton




Daumeyer, Bertrand A Norwood
Davey, William J , Cincinnati
Davis, Frances Cincinnati
Davis, Garnet Cincinnati
Dean, Mary Southgate, Ky.
Deitennan, C. Jos(~ph Newport, Ky.
DeJaco, Lucille Newport, Ky.
Dempsey, Harold '1' Ludlow, Ky.
Dennis, Glenn , CinC'inn~ti
Deupree, Mrs. Marie Cincinnati
Dewar, Maureen Cincinnati
Dicken. Dale H California, Ky.
Dietrich, Robert N .......•.... Cincinnati
Dolfus, John J , .. Cheviot
Doll, Rose Ann Cincinnati
Donelan, Mary Anne Cincinnati
Donnellon, Rita Cincinnati
Donovan, Jeannette Cincinnati
Donovan, Rose Mary Cincinnati
Donovan, Ruth Cincinnati
Dosch, Ray N Bellevue, Ky.
Dougherty, Frank Cincinnati
Dougherty, James W Cincinnati
Doyle, Arthur L., Jr Covington, Ky.
Drake, Robert F Cincinnati
Dreiling, Sylvester F Cincinnati
Drerup, Bro. John J., S.M.. Covington, Ky.
Dressman, Robert C Covington, Ky.
Dreyer, Ann Cincinnati
Driess, Dorothy Newport, Ky .
Droste, William St, Bernard
Duffy, Robert F Cillcinnati
Dumford, Oscar L., Jr Williamsburg
Dunn. Paul Covington, Ky.
Dyer, Raymond Norwood
Eckert, H den Reading
Effler, Loretta St. Bernal'li
Effler, Rita Mount Healthy
Egan, Dorothy Bellevue, K}:.
Eilerman, Celeste Newport, Ky.
Eling, Charles Lockland
Eling, William Lockland




Erion, Daniel R., Jr !\1ilford
Erion, Daniel R., Sr Milford
Ertel, Gertrude Cincinnati
Ertel, Thomas R ..•...•.. Covington, Ky.
Evans, Harry Fort Thomas, Ky.
Eveslage, Stanley 0 ••••••••• Cincinnati
Fagin, Rosemary Cincinnati
Fanthorp, Elizabeth Cincinnati
Farrell, Edward C., Jr Ludlow, Ky.
Favret, Frank J ..•............ Cincinnati
Fedders, Ann .•.......... Park Hills, Ky.
Fehring, Joseph Cincinnati
Feldhaus, Ray F 0 ••••••••• Cincinnati
Feldhues, Rita .............••Cincinnati
Feldmann, Joseph 0 Cincinnati
Feldmann, Mary Helen .•...... Cincinnati
Feldmeier, John S., S.M Cincinnati
Fellinger, R~ymond J 0 ••••••• ~o~woo~
Fesler, Lorame CinCinnatI
Fessler, Martha Newport, Ky.
Fessler, Mary Newport, Ky.
Fevrier, Betty .. , 00 •••• Cincinnati
Ficker, John B Cincinnati
Field, Donald W Cincinnati
Filusch, Anne Cincinnati
Finan, Edward Cincinnati
Finke, Raymond G Park Hills, Ky.
Finn, John H., Jr , ...••... Cincinnati
First, Woodrow W Covington, Ky.
Fischer, Melinda Cincinnati
Fischer, Thomas Fort Thomas, Ky.
Fisher, Frances Cincinnati
Flake, Clifford F Cincinnati
Flanigan, Mary Cincinnati
Flora, Mary A Cincinnati
Fluegemann, Rosemary Cincinnati
Flugel, Betty Cincinnati
Flynn, Anna Louise Bellevue, Ky.
Flynn, Jack, J Cincinnati
Fogarty, James A Cincinnati
Foley, Jobo P Cincinnati
Foley, Margaret Covington, Ky.
Foppe, Dorothy 0 •••••••••• Cincinnati
Ford, James R Southgate, Ky.
Forrest, Jane Lee Park Hills, Ky.
Franks, Alma Covington, Ky.
Freking, Robert 0 •• 0 0 • Cincinnati
Frenser, Elvira 0 ••• 0 ••• Cincinnati
Fritsch, John J 0 •• 0 0 • 0 ••• Cincinnati
Fritsch, Paul J 0 ••• Cincinnati
Fritz, Mary Ann 0 ••• 0 ••• Cincinnati
Froelicher, Louis P Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Frohmiller, Marie 0 0 ••••• Cincinnati
Fry, Raymond A Dayton, Ky.
Frye, Richard J Newport, Ky.
Fugazzi, Charles, Jr 0 •• Covington, Ky.
Gamble, Irene Cincinnati
Gardner, William L., Jr.
New England, N. Dak.
Gartland, Anne Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Gasdorf, Raymond C........•. Cincinnati
Gass, Dorothy Cincinnati
Gass, Rita Cincinnati
Gau, Ralph J Cincinnati
Geisler, Thelma Cincinnati
George, Christina M Cincinnati
Gerhardstein, Marian .. Fort Thomas, Ky.
Geschwind, Minola K Cincinnati
Getty, James F Cincinnati
Gibbons, Bro. John, S.M Cincinnati
Giblin, William L Elmwood Place
Giesting, William F Fort Thomas, Ky.
Gilbert, Helen St. Bernard
Gildea, G. Robert Ludlow, Ky.
Gill, Eleanor 0 ••••••••••• Lockland
Gilligan, Helen Cincinnati
Glancy, Dorothy Newport, Ky.
Gleason, Jean .•. 0 •••• 0 Fort Thomas, Ky.
Gnau, Martha 0 ••••• Cincinnati
Goebel, Paul F Cincinnati
Goehring, Marie .............•Cincinnati
Goetz, Joseph L........•..Bellevue, Ky.
Gorman, Alice Covington, Ky.
Gorman, Edward Bellevue, Ky.
Gosink, Agnes Reading
Grace, Richard E ..•...... Park Hills, Ky.
Grace, Ruth ........•.... 0 ••• Cincinnati
Graman, Ann .••............. Cincinnati
Graman, Arthur A Cincinnati
Gramer, Louis J Bellevue, Ky.
Grannen, Mary E 0 ••••••• Cincinnati
Green, Betty 0 ••••••• Cincinnati
Greis, Ann...••.........Melbourne, Ky.
Greis, Charles E Melbourne, Ky.
Griese, Betty Jane 0 ••••••• Cincinnati
Griffiths, Robert 0 0 ••• Cincinnati
Grigg, Bessie 0 ••• Newport, Ky.
Grigg, Tony Newport, Ky.
Grote, Albert H ..•............Cincinnati
Grove, Margaret Covington, Ky.
Grove, Mary E Newport, Ky.
Gruber, Norbert L Cincinnati
Gunn, Miriam Cincinnati
Gutzwiller, Caroline Cincinnati
Haas, Martha Fort Thomas, Ky.
Hackman, Albert Ho, Jr Covington, Ky.
Hackmann, Thomas S Cincinnati
Hagedorn, Stella. 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• Covington, Ky.
Hagerty, John C 0 ••••••• Cincinnati
Hagerty, Joseph B 0 •••••••• Norwood
Haglage, Ruth 0 ••••• Bellevue, Ky.
Halpin, Julia Newport, Ky.
Hamburg, Robert W 0 ••• Cincinnati
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Hamilton, Virginia Cincinnati
Haneberg, Dorothy. 0 ••••••••• Cincinnati
Haney, Marian 0 •••• Covington, Ky.
Hardig, Joseph E 0 ••• Cincinnati
Harperink, Rosella 0 ••• 0 ••• Cincinnati
Hartke, Albert H .. 0 ••••••• Bellevue, Ky.
Harvey, Helen Newport, Ky.
Hassenger, Bernadel1e Cincinnati
Hauck, Earl A 0 ••••••• 0 St. Bernard
Haumann , Joseph J 0 •••••••• Cheviot
Hauser, Walter A. 0 •••••• 0 •••• Cincinnati
Hautman, Edward J 0 •••••••••• Cincinnati
Haverkamp, Lawrence P Bellevue, Ky.
Haverland, Joseph W Cincinnati
Hawthorne, Rita. 0 •••• 0 ••• Newport, Ky.
Healy, Julia Cincinnati
Healy, Kay Cincinnati
Heath, Robert 0 ••• Cincinnati
Hehl, Virginia Newport, Ky.
Heidacher, Neal Cincinnati
Heileman, Anne Cincinnati
Heintz, Isabelle. . . Quincy, Ill.
Held, James 0 0 ••• 0 •••••• Cincinnati
Helmer, Catherine 0 ••• Newport, Ky.
Helmers, Lawrence F Cincinnati
Hemmer, Mary Martha Covington, Ky.
Hengelbrok, Mary Fort Thomas, Ky.
Henn, Jean Bellevue, Ky.
Henninger, Mary Cincinnati
Henry, Edris Cincinnati
Herbort, Marie 0 •• Cincinnati
Herbst, Dorothy 0 0 ••••••••• Cincinnati
Hermann, William A 0 •••••••• Cheviot
Hermes, Mary M Covington, Ky.
Herzog, Robert P 0 •••• Covington, Ky.
Hessler, Herbert Covington, Ky.
Higgins, James J 0 • Cincinnati
Hight, James S " Cincinnati
Hils, Thelma 0 ••• Bellevue, Ky.




Hohnborst, Helen Park Hills, Ky.
Holley, Quentin S 0' 0 •• o.. Cincinnati
Hollman, Ruth Cincinnati
Holmes, Anne 0 •• Covington, Ky.
Holz, Edward 0 0 ••••••• Cincinnati
Homan, Robert L 0 0 ••••• Cincinnati
Honebrink, Melvin Bellevue, Ky.
Hopkins, Pauline .. 0 •••••••••• Cincinnati
Hotopp, Henry 0 •••••• Cincinnati
Hough, Margaret 0 •••••••• Maderia
Howard, Mary 0 •• 0 ••• Cincinnati
Howell, Bernice 0 ••••••••• Cincinnati
Huber, Raymond J Cincinnati
Hudepohl. Betty Cincinnati
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Huesman, Robert P Park Hills, Ky.
Hughes, Louis J Covington, Ky.
Hughes, Mary C 0 •• Cincinnati
Hunt, Joyce W 0 ••••••••• Cincinnati
Hunt, Margie Covington, Ky.
IIunter, Thelma 0 •• Erlanger, Ky.
Hurley, Francis Ludlow, Ky.
Ruth, Thomas J 0 ••••• Cheviot
Inkrot, H. Clifford 0 •• 0 ••• Norwood
Inkrot, Robert E 0 •• 0 ••• Norwood
Jacobs, Lawrence 0 • 0 0 Covington, Ky.
Jana, Alberta 0 •••••• Bellevue, Ky.
Jansing, Robert R 0 ••••• Cincinnati
Jobst, Lillian Cincinnati
J ohansing, Ferdinand"........•Cincinnati
Jones, Betty J Qne Cincinnati
Jones, John R Cincinnati
J ones, Kathryn Norwood
Jones, Walter L 0 •••••••••• Cincinnati
Jung, Mary L St. Bernard
Jung, Robert C. 0 •••••••••••• St. Bernard
Junk. Robert L .. 0 •••••••••••• Cincinnati
Junker, George E North College Hill
Kabbes, Katherine 0 ••••• Cincinnati
Kail, Selma Cincinnati
Kaiser, Edna 0 ••••••••• Cincinnati
Kamenshek, Agnes Cincinnati
Kappen, Margaret 0 ••••• Cincinnati
Karam, Philip J.o Cincinnati
Karch, Betty Jane 00 • o Cincinnati
Kathmann, Bernard F Cincinnati
Keeler, Catherine 0 • Cincinnati
Kehoe, Josie 0 ••••• Cincinnati
Keidel, Kathleen 0 ••• 0 • Cincinnati
Keiser, Carol 0 ••••••••• Cincinnati
Keller, Elizabeth Cincinnati
Keller, Grace 0 0 •••••• 0 ••••• Cincinnati
Keller, Loretta 0 •••••••••• Norwood
Kelley, Mary R Cincinnati
Kelley, William M 0 • Cincinnati
Kelly, Charles •......... 0 •••• 0 Cincinnati
Kelly, George J 0 ••••• Newport, Ky.
Kelly, Martha 0 0 •••••• Cincinnati
Kelly, Stella CovingtoD, Ky.
Kelly, William M St. Bernard






Kern, Grace. 0 ••••• 0 0 ••••• Bellevue, Ky.
Kerstien, Charles H ..........•. Norwood
Kerwin, Alice •................ Norwood
Kilmer, Violet Newport, Ky.
Kimmich, Gertnlde Bellevue, Ky.
KIdman, \,'illiam J Cincinnati
Kleinhenz, l'vlary Anna. . . Cincinnati
Klekamp, Albert F Cincitlnati
Kleve, Louise Cincinnati
Kling, Franklin S Covington, Ky.
Klink, Elsie Nevvport, Ky.
Klocker, Mary lvl. . . . Kenwood
Klocker, Ruth Anna Kenwood
Klopp, Eleanor. . . . . . . . . Cincinnati
Kluener, Edward J., Jr Cincinnati
Kluener, Roy L.. . . . . . . . . Cincinnati
Knecht, Helen Cincinnati
Knecht, Jack Elmwood Place
KnoHman, Alberta Cincinnati




Koenig, Joseph B Nc\vport, Ky.
Koenig, Nicholas F Covington, Ky.
Kohrman, Hubert H Covington, Ky.
Konen, Fred A , Newport, Ky.
Koors, lVlargaret Covington, Ky.
Kowal, Victoria Cindnnati
Krall, Phyllis Cincinnati
Kramer, Bernice Newport, Ky.
Kramer, Joseph Cincinnati




Krieg, Marian T Bellevue, Ky.
Kroger. Edwin J , .Covington. Ky.
Krombach, Louise Silverton
Kruessel, Mary Cincinnati
Kruessel, Theodore J Cincinnati
Kromer, Marjorie Cincinnati
Kruse, Paul Covington, Ky.
LaGory, Stanley Cincinnati
Lambert, Betty Cincinnati
Lameier, Robert T Cheviot
J..,anunert, Anna Cincinnati
Lang, Alvin F Cincinnati
Lang, Earl C Cincinnati
Lange, Ferdinand Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Langheim, John Dayton, Ky.
Laumann, George J Cincinnati
Lautenvasser, Eva Mae Cincinnati
Laws. Ivlary E Dayton, Ky.
Leewe, Robert A... . Cincinna.ti
Lemkuhl, Jean Cincinnati
Leonard, Nlary C. . . .. Cincinnati
Leppert, Margaret Glendale
Lett, Dorothy Bellevue, Ky.
Lett, Ruth Cincinnati
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Leuggers, r...1ary l.ouise Norwood
Ceuggers. William J Norwood
Leuvelink, Juliet Cincinnati
Liedbegner, Earl Newport, Ky.
IJedhegner, \\7i1liam H Newport, Ky.
Lienesch, Alma Cincinnati
Lipscomb, Warren C Bellevue, Ky.
Little, Philip ] Dayton, Ky.
Loeffler, Kenneth J Cincinnati
Loftus, Louis T Cincinnati
Lohman, Edwin J Nonvood
Lomnlel, Dorothy Covington, Ky .
Longano, Frank J Cincinnati
1.005, Joseph F Cincinnati
Lorenz, Robert Bellevue, Ky.
Lovett, Jant"t Cincinnati
Luebbe, Jennette Covington, Ky.
Luebbe, Mariette Cincinnati
I~uedeke, Helen Bellevue, Ky.
Lusk, Jud F Bellevue, Ky.
Lutkenhoff, Clare Bellevue, Ky.
Lutmer, Thomas A Cincinnati
Lydon, Joseph\V Bellevue, Ky.
Maley, Matthew, J Cincinnati
Malone, Bro. Edvvard, S.11'. Cincinnati
.~,lalot1e,Virginia Covington, Ky.
Maly, Hobert A Cincinnati
Manassah, Emma Cincinnati
Manley I Alice C Cincinnati




Marois, Jerome J Cincinnati
1vlarqua, Charles E Cincinnati
Marshall, Natalie , Cincinnati
Martin, Catherir:.e Fort Thomas, Ky.
Martin, 1vlarian Cincinnati
Martin, \Villis F Fort Thomas, Ky.
Martz, Harold J Cincinnati
Masini,Ida Cincinnati
Massman, Robert ] Cincinnati
Masterson, William V Cincinnati
Mathews, Julia Cincinnati
Mattio, Anthony M , Cincinnati
lYfatz, Robert F Cincinnati
:Lv[aurer, George R Norwood




.r-AcCord, J alnes Cincinnati




McDonald, Charles E , .. Cincinnati
McGeogh, Catherine Cincinnati
McGuire, Mary Newport, ICy.
McGurk, Helen Cincinnati
McHugh, Mary C Cincinnati
McHugh, Robert P Cincinnati
McIntosh, Dorothy Fort Thomas, ICy.
McKenna, Eleanor Covington, Ky.
McKeon, Margaret Cincinnati
McKeown, Frank E Cincinnati
McKinley, William C Covington, Ky.
McManus, Joseph B Cincinnati
McSorley, Terence R Cincinnati
Medecke, Marie Cincinnati
Meier, Allen J Covington, Ky.
Meier, Roy P Covington, Ky.
Meinderding, Robert B Cheviot
Meinking, Ralph R Norwood
Meirose, Leo .. , Cincinnati







Meyer, Lester A Cincinnati
Meyer, Mary Cincinnati
Meyer, Bro. Raymond, S.M.
Covington, Ky.
Middlekamp, Eugene F Cincinnati
Miller, Carl F , Cincinnati
Miller, Margaret Cincinnati
Miller, William J Mount Healthy
Millitzer, George G Loveland
Mills, Lillian Cincinnati
Mitchell, Charles H. , Cincinnati
Moeller, Ruth Cincinnati
Moloney, Helen M Cincinnati
Moloney, Margaret C Covington, Ky.
Monahan, Robert J Cincinnati
Monahan, William F Cincinnati
Mondiek, Virginia Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Monnig, Edwin J " Cincinnati
Montaine, Ruth Hamilton
Morand, Emily Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Morand, John L, Cincinnati
Morand, Rosemary Cincinnati
Morris, John W Cincinnati
Morris, June Cincinnati
Moss, Lillian Cincinnati
M uehlenkamp, George T.
Fort Thomas, Ky.
Mueller, John R , Lockland
Muething, Mary Louise Covington, Ky.




Mullikin, Agnes Covington, ICy.
Mund, Ruth Cincinna~i
Murphy, Mary Louise Covington. Ky.
Murphy, Robert, Jr Cincinnati





N eiheisel, Edna Cincinnati
Neu, Mary Louise Cincinnati






Nolting, Hal F Cincinnati
Nunlist, James H St. Bernard
Nunner, Kathryn Newport, Ky.
Nutini, Louis J Fort Mitchell. Ky.
Oberhuber, Mary Cincinnati
O'Connell, Margaret Fort Thomas, Ky.
O'Connoc, Martin P Cincinnati
O'Donovan, Anne Covington, Ky.





O'Regan, Robert L Cincinnati
Orlandi, Mary Fort Thomas, Ky.





Osterman, Mary Covington, Ky.
Osterman, Roy Cincinnati
Overbeck, Thomas J Cincinnati
Overman, Walter G Cincinnati
Overmole, Fred Norwood
Owen, Ben C Covington, Ky.
Paquet, Thomas G Cincinnati
Parker, Marcella Cincinnati
Partusch, Robert J Cincinnati
Payne, Thomas E Cincinnati
Pelzer, Marian Dayton, Ky.
Pelzer, Martha Fort Thomas, Ky .
Penker, Marie Cincinnati
Petering, Dorothy Cincinnati
Peters, Earl J Cincinnati
Peters, Rita Mary Cincinnati
Pettit, Agnes Cincinnati
Pietzuch, Frederick E Mount Healthy
Policastro, Philomen Cincinnati
Post, Mildred Norwood
Poulin, Eldwin G Cincinnati
Pulsfort, Eva Bellevue, Ky.
Pulsfort, Joseph A Bellevue, Ky.
Pulskamp, Vincent J Covington, Ky.
Puttmann, Jeanne Cincinnati
Rachford, Patrick J Covington, Ky.
Rakel, Clarence B , Cincinnati
Raming, Dorothy Bellevue, Ky.
Randle, Walter S., Jr Cincinnati
Ranft, Richard J Bellevue, Ky.
Rastatter, Robert W Cincinnati
Raterman, Walter H Cincinnati
Ratterman, N. James Cincinnati
Rawe, Albert S Newport, Ky.
Reeder, Betty Jane Cincinnati
Reilly, Leo E Cincinnati
Reinhold, Ellis N Cincinnati
Remick, Stella Cincinnati
Rethlake, Carl W Norwood
Reyering, William H Cincinnati
Riehemann, Thelma Covington, Ky.
Riehle, Louis C Cheviot
Rielag, Lester Deer Park
Ries, Ralph F Cincinnati
Rist, Margaret Cincinnati
Ritter, Martha Newport, Ky.
Roach, Vincent J Cincinnati
Robben, Paul J. Cheviot
Rocca, Mary Cincinnati
Roddy, Neil C Cincinnati
Roedel, Mary K Norwood
Roettker, Irma Cincinnati
Rogers, Alan C Cincinnati





Rosing, Mary P , Newport, Ky.
Rotert, H . Jack Cincinnati
Roth, Mary K Cincinnati
Roth, Richard Cheviot
Rothan, Florence St. Bernard
Rusche, Ruth Reading
Ruthemeyer, Carol Covington, Ky.
Ryan, Hoadly G Cincinnati
Ryan, John C Dayton, Ky.
Saalfeld, Esther Park Hills, Ky.
Sampson, Benjamin Newport, Ky.
Sanker, Joseph E Norwood
Santen, Dorothy Bellevue, Ky.
Saunders, Thomas Norwood
Sayers, Jack Cincinnati
Scala, Anthony S Cincinnati
Scanlon, Catherine Covington, Ky.
Schacherer, Joseph M Dayton, Ky.
Schachleiter, Robert A Cincinnati
Schackmann, Mary ......•.... Cincinnati
Schafer, William F Ludlow, Ky.
Scheper, Betty Covington, Ky.
Scheper, John Covington, Ky.
Scherer, Francis J.. . Cincinnati
Scherman, Mary Kay St. Bernard
Scherpenberg, Francis H St. Bernard
Scherpenberg, Ritamary St. Bernard




Schlosser, Louis P.. . Cincinnati
Schmeing, Carl H ........•. Latonia, Ky.
Schmidt, Jack North College Hill
Schmidt, Thomas J Cincinnati
Schmitt, William J., S.M Cincinnati
Schmitz, Albert J Cincinnati
Schmolt, Lucille .....•........Cincinnati
Schneider, Albert J Bellevue, Ky.
Schneider, Charles F Cincinnati
Schneider, Gertrude Bellevue, Ky.
Schneider, Harold L Bellevue, Ky.
Schneider, Helen Mae .•.... Bellevue, Ky.




Schoenenberger, Richard L Cincinnati
Schoener, Edward R Cincinnati
Schoener, Joseph Cincinnati
Schoener, Mary Cincinnati
Schomaker, Rita Bellevue, Ky.
Schottelkotte, Rose Ann Cincinnati
Schrage, Frank J Cincinnati
Schrameyer, Erwin J Ludlow, Ky.
Schrand, William A Covington, Ky.
Schroeder, Robert Cincinnati
Schueler, Helen Cincinnati
Schuh, Dorothy Ludlow, Ky.
Schuh, Rosemary Dayton, Ky.
Schulhoff, John C Cincinnati
Schultz, Iioward Newport, Ky.
Schuster, George Cincinnati
Schwab, Arthur J Cincinnati
Schwartz, Elmer Covington, Ky.
Schwartz, Florence Cincinnati
Schwetschenau, Charles Cincinnati




Seibert, Aileen Newport, Ky.
Seither, Mary R Bellevue, Ky.
Sexton, Melvin Newport, Ky.
Shannon, Edward J Cincinnati
Shannon, Mary C Cincinnati
Shea, John W Cincinnati
Sheehan, Gus, Jr Covington, Ky.
Siefker, Robert G Cincinnati
Silk, Mary Cincinnati
Skinner, Margaret Cincinnati
Slacke, Daniel F Cincinnati
Slacke, Dolores Cincinnati
Slaughter, Robert A Latonia, Ky.
Small, Mary Ann Newport, Ky.
Snyder, Rita Mary Bellevue, Ky.
Soellner, Paul X Cincinnati
Somogyi, Joseph L Cincinnati
Soper ~ Rosemary Covington, Ky.
Spare~ Joseph Covington, Ky.
Speier, Marion St. Bernard
Stadtmiller, Rita Newport, Ky.
Stapleton, Mary , Cincinnati
Staubach, Catherine Newport, Ky.
Staudinger, Frank J Cold Spring, Ky.
Stautberg, William A Cheviot
Stefanoff, Jordan W Cincinnati
Steigerwald, Elmer E Bellevue, Ky.
Steigerwald, Raymond ] Bellevue, Ky.
Stein, Clementine Cincinnati
Stephens, Ruby Covington, Ky.
Stevens, Evelyn Cincinnati
Stewart, Mary Covington, Ky.
Stewart, Veronica Covington, Ky.
Stickley, Harry E Norwood
Stienken, Armella ...•.... Covington, Ky.
Stock, Kathleen Hamilton
Stoke, Virginia Cincinnati
Stratman, Jack W Newport, Ky.
Stricker, Tillie Cincinnati
Stumpf, Ruth Cincinnati
Sullivan, Ruth Florence, Ky.
Sunderman, Dolores .•..........Norwood
Sundrup, Paul S Cincinnati
Suter, Jack Cincinnati
Suttman, Rose Cincinnati
Tapke, Robert G Cincinnati
Tarmey, Thomas, J Norwood
Taylor, John J Cincinnatj
Teed, James E Cincinnati
Templeton, Catherine Cincinnati
Tenhundfeld, Albert H Bellevue, Ky.
Tensi, Richard Cincinnati
Terbrueggen, Robert J Norwood
Thale, Celia Norwood
Thompson, William R., Jr Cincinnati
Thornton, Ruth Deer Park
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Tieman, Mary Louise Bellevue, Ky.
Tiemeier, Charles E Cincinnati
Timmerding, Edna Covington, Ky.
Timmerding, Marcella.' Covington, Ky.
Toemer, Joseph E Cincinnati
Topmiller, Jack Covington, Ky.
Traut, Robert L.) Jr Cincinnati
TrendIer, Edwina Cincinnati
Tucker, Thomas L Cincinnati
Tueting, Evelyn Cincinnati
Uchtman, William J Cincinnati
Usher, Thomas W Cincinnati
Van Duyn, Patricia Park Hills, Ky.
Vasche, Esther , Bellevue, Ky.
Veldhaus, Eugene Cincinnati
Venneman, Leonard Cincinnati
Verhoeven, Marjorie Covington, ICy.
Vieson, Mary R Fort Thomas, Ky.
Vitali, Eileen Cincinnati
Volkmar, Willard J Cold Spring, ICy.
Voll, Virginia Cincinnati
Volle, Alma Reading
Vonderhaar, Dorothy St. Bernard
Vonderhaar, Vera Cincinnati
Von Handod, Rosemary .. Covington, Ky.
Von Lehman, Joseph C.Fort Mitchell, ICy.
Von Lehman, Mary Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Voss, Dolores Covington, Ky.
Voss, Raymond F Cincinnati
Wagner, Helen Cincinnati
Waldenmayer, Wesley L Newport, Ky.
Walker, Mary Louise Norwood
Walker, Russell J Dayton, ICy.
Walsh, Beatrice Norwood
Walsh, John J Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Walsh, Thomas W Cincinnati
Walther, Mary M Covington, Ky.
Walton, Camilla Cincinnati
Weber, Adele " Cincinnati
Weber, Mary Ann Cincinnati
Wehage, Robert C Cincinnati
Wehage, Ruth Covington, Ky.
Weichold, Catherine Cincinnati
Weidner, George E Cincinnati
Weiler, Jack W Cincinnati
Weimer, Helen Cincinnati
Weinert, Dorothea Cincinnati
Weingartner, Richard J Cincinnati
Wellen, Ruth Cincinnati
Welp, Mary C Bellevue, Ky.
Wenning, Walter H Covington. Ky.
Wenstrup, Lee F Cincinnati












Wetherell, David K Cincinnati
Wetherell, George W Cincinnati
Wetzel, Theresa Cincinnati
Whalen, Leroy W Cincinnati
Wietmarschen, Henry C Lockland
Wilbers, Cleo Covington, Ky.
Wilcox, Grace Cheviot
Wilhelmy, Harry A Cincinnati
Wilken, William A Cincinnati
Wilkins, William S Cincinnati
Williams, Monte Cincinnati
Wills, Elizabeth A Cincinnati
Wilson, Mabel. Covington, Ky.
Winstel, William F Cincinnati
Wirth, William W Cincinnati
Wise, M. Angela Cincinnati
Witt, Catherine Bellevue, ICy.
Wittberg, Alma Cincinnati
Witte, Harry L., Jr Cincinnati
Woelfel, Virginia Cincinnati
Woerman, Anna Mae Cincinnati
Woerman, Loretta Cincinnati
Woeste, Margaret Cincinnati
Wolf, John H Norwood
Wordeman, Rita Bellevue, ICy.
Wubbolding, Jack Cheviot
Yancey, Helen Newport, ICy.
Zapf, Ruth Cincinnati
Zerhuesen, Theodore F Covington, ICy.
Ziegler, Henry K Cincinnati
Zimmer, Mildred Cincinnati
Zimmerman, Edna Cincinnati
Zins, Eleanor Elmwood Place
Zins, Julian E Elmwood Place
Zinser, Vera Cincinnati
Zint, William J Newport, ICy.
Zix, Edward J Cincinnati
Zoellner, Lena Cincinnati
Zureick, Leo H Elmwood Place
Zurlage, Marie Cincinnati
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Recon. of 'Social Order
Economics:














































Spring Hill College, Spring Hill
CALIFORNIA
Loyola University, LOB Angeles
University of Santa Clara, Santa Clara













Holy Cross College, Worcester
MICHIGAN
University of Detroit, Detroit
MISSOURI
Rockhurst College, Kansas City
St. Louis University, St. Louis
NEBRASKA
The Creighton University, Omaha
NEW JERSEY
St. Peter's Oollege, Jersey City
NEW YORK
Canisius College, Buffalo
Fordham University, New York
OHIO
John Carroll University, Cleveland
Xavier University, Cincinnati
PENNSYLVANIA
St. Joseph's College,· Philadelphia
WASIDNGTON
Gonzaga University, Spokane
Seattle. College, Seattle
WISCONSIN
Marquette University, Milwaukee
